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Another Christmas
at the end of what has
been, for all of us, a wearying
and frustrating year, we find some
comfort in the fact that God came
down, on that first Christmas
night, to tired people-to Joseph
and Mary wearied by their long
journey, to the shepherds watching at night, to wise men who had
waited long and travelled far, to
aged Simeon and to widowed
Anna.
Our generation has been berated and condemned for just
about every sin in the book and
there are only a few simpletons
among us who would deny that we
have deserved the berating and
the condemnation. But sinful as
we are, we differ from other generations not so much in sinfulness
as in weariness. We have been
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knocking ourselves out trying to
do everything at once. As our
vision of a heavenly rest has been
lost, we have intensified our efforts
to build an earthly paradise-the
perfect state or the perfect man or
the foolproof waffle iron. We have
been obsessed by the idea of perfection because imperfection
speaks of mortality and we are
afraid to die.
To us, then, a generation that
has tried to do so much and has
succeeded so little, a generation
that has grown weary in much
doing, the little Christ would come
this Christmas with His gifts of
rest and peace. Let some men still
talk about the escapism of religion.
We could question the valor of
standing out on the prairie and
shaking one's fist at an approaching tornado. Let the materialists
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call religion an "opiate." When
one has watched and waited and
tried his best, and still has
achieved nothing, the gift of sleep
becomes indeed a priceless gift.
Those who are strong and
healthy and self-sufficient do not
need help. But we are weak and
frail and very much in need of
help. It hurts our pride to have
to ask a little Child to supply our
needs but pride is one of the
luxuries we have had to give up.
To all of the watchers and the
waiters, then, whether they lie in
beds of sickness or stand guard in
the far corners of a world at war,
we extend the greetings and the
hope of this holy season. It is a
great statement for theologians to
probe that "the Word was made
flesh." But it is a great promise
for all of us to rejoice in this
Christmas that "He dwells among
us, full of grace and truth."

He'll Get Over It
to the seven-year itch and
N ExTEskimo
gleet, we can not
imagine a more distressing ailment
than the four-year twitch which
afflicts Dr. Harold E. Stassen, president of the University of Pennsylvania.
Along about persimmon time
each fall before a presidential elec-

tion, Dr. Stassen begins to hear
voices calling him to the banks
of the Potomac and off to the west
he seems to detect a groundswell
rolling in to carry him to who
knows what heights of power. And
so it goes, the hallucinations getting worse and worse until finally
convention time rolls around and
he gets his quadrennial deep-freeze
cure and all is well for another 42
months.
Meanwhile, for a man in his
condition, he does a fancy bit of
juggling water on both shoulders.
Give him a piece of paper and a
pencil and he will write you a
piece of liberal prose that will
send little tingles of pleasure down
your back. On the other hand,
confront him with a good, practical question for a "Yes-or-No"
answer and he will head for the
conservative corner with the sure
instinct of a swallow riding the
beam to Capistrano. It isn't that
Harold is inconsistent, it's just
that he is completely consistent
along two mutually contradictory
lines.
Well, anyway, Dr. Stassen is
available again this year, according to reports, and the only reason we mention it is that if the
Republican party decides to default the 1952 election as they
did the past two, Stassen might
very well be the nominee. He's
not as pretty as Tom Dewey but
he's taller.
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you start getting the shakes when
usT about the time we decide you read or hear some of the guff
that the country is too far gone that comes out of our congressto do much about saving it we men and legislators, especially in
come across another story like this a year like this one with the numone before us which reminds us ber one spot up for grabs in eleven
that a man has to be pretty well short months.
fed before he starts criticizing the
But then you see this leaky old
steak.
boat come wheezing in to shore
You have here ten Estonians and eleven hungry, weatherbeaten
and a Pole groping their way people come onto land and you
through the Iron Curtain, getting know doggoned well that they
ahold of a boat in Stockholm, and didn't take a chance like that bestriking off across the Atlantic. cause they expected to pick up
After two months at sea, during some votes or get their names in
which their food supply dwindled the paper. They came because to
down to their emergency rations, them this new world over here is
they finally made port at Ft. Pierce, exactly what the fat guys say it
Florida, and claimed asylum from is on the Fourth of July-a land
the United States government. of liberty, of freedom and a chance
The last we heard, they were sit- to be a person rather than a numting on Ellis Island waiting to ber. In a world like ours, the
hear whether they could stay.
reality always falls short of the
You get pretty cynical about ideal and before long these eleven
democracy when you see fat guys new pilgrims will have heard
stand up on the Fourth of July about the policy racket and how
and tell you how democracy means you can fix the police and how
this and it means that and if you some people make a living out of
don't like it here go back to Roo- their vocal chords without ever
shia. And you wonder sometimes doing a lick of work. But we will
how much democracy we really bet our bottom dollar that, after
have when you see the party they have searched the seamiest
bosses stage-managing the conven- side of life over here, you would
tions and the primaries. And you still not be able to sell them a
can't help wondering who actually ticket back to where they came
runs this country when Kefauver from. They'll stay, and they'll
and his committee start dragging swear about the taxes and bemoan
stories out of all kinds of dirty the decline of democracy and comlittle vermin that most of us had plain about how the foreigners
never heard about before. And are undermining the country.

Land of the Pilgrims' Pride?

J
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Meanwhile our own home
grown mental midgets, who have
never suffered anything more painful than an absence of hot water
for their morning tub, will be
bleeding their hearts out for the
poor downtrodden masses who,
under our present system, can
never hope to become Stakhanovites. But you won't see them
running leaky little boats to Odessa
or breaking open their last emergency rations in the Black Sea.

Quis Custodiet Ipsos Custodes?
of devious logic that
B wouldkind
make a confessed former
Y THE

street walker the only reliable
judge of a married woman's virtue, we seem to have assembled an
unofficial panel of experts on political chastity, presided over by
Louis Budenz and consisting of
confessed one-time members of
the Communist party. To this
panel lies the final appeal and
from its judgments there may indeed be legal recourse but there
is no recourse as far as public
opinion is concerned. Louie says
you're a Communist, you're a
Communist. After all, Louie ought
to know 'cause he used to be one
himself.
Well, maybe. We have no reason to doubt the sincerity of exComrade Buden z's conversion

back to democracy and the Roman
church and we are happy to have
him back among us and we're
willing to let bygones be bygones.
But when you catch a guy trying
to burn down your house, no matter how ferventl y you forgive him
you still watch where he drops his
cigarettes. Likewise when your
sister is a former kleptomaniac,
you send someone along when she
goes downtown shopping, just in 1
case the cure didn't take or the
malady reappears.
In other words, as far as we are J
concerned, ex-Comrade Budenz is
99- 44/IOO percent pure. But that
s6j10o percent of reasonable doubt
is enough, it seems to us, to disqualify him from sitting as chief
justice in cases where, as far as
the record shows, there is no legal
proof that the accused is anything
less than 100 percent pure.
Look at it this way. Suppose you
are boss Communist and your job
is to run the show while the little
Reds do the heavy work and take
the raps. Do you go around announcing that you are Number
One Red or do you, like Satan,
transform yourself into an angel
of light? We have no idea who the
Number One Red in the United
States is, but we will bet that his
best friends and neighbors would
never suspect it. We see him as~
an active churchman, engaged
either in business or in one of the
learned professions, living in some
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nice quiet suburb and playing
golf at the country club, faithful
in his attendance at Rotary or
Kiwanis, and respected for his profound faith in democracy. Beyond
all doubt, he is a registered Republican and very probably he is
a member of the American Legion.
Now ex-Comrade Budenz could
pretty closely fit that description,
but then so could we and most
of our readers and a lot of other
people. In other words, the insidious thing about this testing
of political purity is that there is
no way of telling whether the
judge himself is chaste. We're
dealing with ideas here and there
is no fluid that can be drained
out of the soul of man for an
ideological Wasserman. And until
we can test the purity of the
judges, we have no right to test
the purity of the· accused.

More Older People
very much interested
in a report called "Man and
His Years," issued just a few weeks
ago by the Federal Security Administration. It embodies material
presented to the first national
forum on the aging, held in Washington in August of 1950, and it
points up the tremendous increase
in the number of older people
during the past fifty years, an in-

W
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crease of 300 percent in half a
century.
There are, of course, many problems associated with this change
in the complexion of our population. The report points out, for
instance, that "each working
American today supports more
older people out of his earnings
than ever before," and the experts
in geriatrics have repeatedly
pointed up the problem of caring
for these older people and fitting
them into a society which has
heretofore been geared to youth.
Without underestimating the
problems, we think that there is
some value in dwelling upon the
benefits that we may hope to derive from the presence of these
older folk among us. Much of
what they have to contribute is
intangible-an air of stability, of
attachment to one's family roots,
of connection with a world that
has disappeared in their lifetimes.
Released from the necessity of
following a daily routine of work,
they might very well be called
upon to carry a large share of the
non-paying work of the churches
and community activities and
charitable organizations. And after
a few more years, when the percentage of older people rises still
higher, the sheer force of their
numbers may serve as a continuing and wholesome reminder to
our youth-worshipping culture
that youth cannot last indefi-
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nitely and that training for activity
is not a sufficient training for the
living of a whole lifetime.
For the Christian, the presence
of older people in our society
offers new opportunities to wor·
ship his Lord by according to the
elderly the honor and respect
which the young soldier almost
instinctively accords to the veteran.
It is a privilege to "rise up before
the hoary head and honor the face
of the old man," to honor the
father that begat us and to remember our mother when she is old.
Christianity is, of course, much
more than good manners but it
is certainly nothing less. Habits
of reverence and respect can nurture the kind of humility that is
so foreign to our egalitarian, backslapping generation, and that is
so near the essential center of
worship.

In Defense of the Congress
HAS become fashionable to
glamourize the executive at the
expense of whatever body or board
is supposed to set the policies
which the executive is engaged to
carry out. Just the other night,
we heard another episode of "The
Halls of Ivy" with the long-suffering and forward-looking Dr. Hall
(Ronald Colman) taking another
short step in the upward and onward progress of Ivy College, deT

spite the stupid meddling of the
chairman of his board of governors, a near-cretin with a stutter.
On the national level, this glamourization of the executive has
been accompanied by a depreciation of the policy-making arm of
government (the Congress) to the
point where a poor chap who happens to be in the House of Representatives almost has to keep his
guilty secret well-hidden unless he
is willing to become the butt of all
kinds of low humor about the
stupidity and windiness of congressmen, and of members of the
House in particular.
Now let us concede that the
average IQ of members of Congress lies well below the genius
level and let us concede further
that there are among its members
a number of windbags and rapscallions. In other words, let us
concede that the Congress is truly
representative of the peoplestuffed shirts, windbags, and rapscallions included. The question
is: do we or do we not want our
affairs managed by a representative group of our fellow-citizens?
But the question becomes more
involved. Granting that we do
want people like ourselves to set
the policies, how can they set
policies unless they are informed
and how can they be informed,
especially with regard to certain
problems, without endangering
the security of us all? Specifically
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in this business of atomic energy,
how can the Congress set any sort
of long-range policy for the defense establishment when it does
not know what it can expect in
the way of the development of
atomic weapons, but how much
can be told to any group of 500
men without taking an undue
chance on "leaks"?
We have no answer to suggest.
This much is sure. The legislative
process stands at the very heart
of a democratic system. When a
legislative body finds itself so frustrated in its attempts at legislating
or so unsure of its worth as a
legislative body that it must turn
to one investigation after another
to redeem its sense of importance,
there is geniune cause for concern.
Three Congresses in succession
have, now, been accused of "donothing" tactics and, although the
charge is partly political in origin,
it is based upon the actual record.
The easiest way to sell people on
the idea of a Fuehrer is to persuade them that the legislature
is "too inefficient" or "too cumbersome" to get things done.

Baby Boom
ads say, the future beI longs theto those
who plan for it,
F, AS

the future right now belongs to
the young man who enters the

7

diaper manufacturing trade. For
the experts have just finished
checking the 1950 census returns
and recent check counts on births
and all the indications are that
the "baby boom" which was supposed to have hit its peak in 1947
is still going strong and may exceed even the 1947 mark of almost four million. During the
first five months of this year,
1,5o8,ooo births were registered in
the United States.
Certain facts about recent births
are especially significant. One of
the most surprising is the fact
that the birth rate among city
women has increased four times
as much as the birth rate among
rural women. Another surprising
fact is that women with a college
education have far outdistanced
other women, percentagewise, in
childbearing. In both these cases,
it should be pointed out, of course,
that the great percentagewise increases are not so much indications
of a trend toward large families
among urban and college trained
women as of the reversal of formerly popular policies of planned
childlessness.
All of this sounds like good
news to us. Despite all of the dire
warnings of the prophets of doom,
most of our people have not yet
written themselves or our country off. They have kept their
heads, gone about establishing
homes and having children, and
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assumed that one way or another
the world would be held together.
We have been told that such attitudes show just how stupid we
ordinary folk are and how impossible it is to get "the masses"
aroused over a problem. And maybe this time the double domes are
right. But if the masses had stampeded every time some self-appointed guardian yelled "Wolf!"
in the past, we would all be running around exhausted.
If we want to get excited about
something of immediate and fundamental importance, let us give
some attention to the facilities we
have for educating this bumper
crop of kids. Do we have enough
schools? Do we have enough teachers? Are the churches ready with
fully-developed youth programs?
Are communities concerned about
the welfare of these children?
These are questions that are already pressing for answers and will
be screaming for answers in another five to ten years. We'd better have some answers to give.

Advice From Blare House
TRUMAN is exercised
he has "made futile
attempts to get churchmen of all
faiths to lay aside petty and insignificant differences to present
RESIDENT

P because

a united front against Russia"
(Associated Press, Sept. 28) and he
thinks that "we should lay aside
our differences and come together
now-for never have our differences seemed so petty and insignificant as they do in the face of
the peril we confront today."
It is distressingly true that some
of the arguments which divide
churches seem to us little more
than arguments on words. It is
likewise true that all of the Christian communions hold more convictions in common than any one
of them holds in common with
the non-Christian world. It is also
true that rampant materialism,
carried to the extremes exemplified in the Soviet Union (and in
certain remarks of the Chief Justice of the United States), is the
deadliest menace that confronts
the church in our time.
But it does not follow that a
grand confederation of churches
must be achieved at all costs. The
Christian faith is not bound to
any political system. ChristianJty
is not democratic, not totalitarian,
not free enterprise, not communistic, not representative, not authoritarian. It can not be invoked
in a holy war against any national
state or any political system. It
cannot be used as a tool in thP.
foreign policy of any state. It rejoices in whatever is good in any
system and it condemns whatever
is evil in any system. For Chris-

~
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tianity does not deal in systems. It
deals in human beings as individual men and women.
There is no denying that Chri~
tianity should be united. It is still
the will of our Lord that His
disciples be one. But the oneness
must be unity of spirit. A unified
organizational structure which is
not based upon unity of belief
and practise is an abomination
even to honest men. And while
we will agree with the President
that "petty and insignificant differences" should not be divisive of
fellowship, we challenge him to
state specifically which of the differences which divide the church
are "petty and insignificant."
The President can not put himself in the position of a leader
or teacher of the church who
must, someday, give account to
his Master for his handling of the
truth of God as he knew it. It
is not our intention to say that
one denomination or the other

9

has a monopoly on the truth. We
must say that no one of us dares
sacrifice any part of the truth as
he holds it in his conscience, for
God demands faithfulness of us.
Our hope is that as we who now
differ have the opportunity to explore each other's viewpoints more
thoroughly and as the Holy Spirit
works among us to enlighten our
minds and hearts, we may be able
to resolve differences and come
to a true unity of spirit. But such
a unity can never be imposed by
any organizational structure and
it can not be adopted for the sake
of momentary expediency. It is a
fearful thing to be dealing in
divine things. No difference which
a man holds in his conscience can
be "petty and insignificant." For,
Mr. President, your chief justice
to the contrary, there are absolutes
to which we are absolutely committed. And fearful as the menace
of Russia may be, we must also
face the terror of God.

"Not so long ago it had been the main task of education
in America to create citizens who would be emotionally
loyal to the new nation. The task had been done, and
well done. But now America had changed, and the American role in the world had changed. Now there was a
greater need to create citizens who would be intellectually
as well as emotionally loyal: citizens who would think as
readily and as naturally as they felt."
RoBERT WAITHMAN in The Df!-y Before Tomorrow

The

PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM's PROGRESS
BY
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pany our singing when we come
home from church and the Advent
lights burn for the last time . . . .
That will be fine and I am sure <1
that the Eternal Child, come lately
from the music of the spheres and
the chanting of archangels, will
like your playing for Him on His
birthday....
This is now your eighth Christmas on earth . . . . It is the first 1
time you will be able to read this ~
letter in the same year in which
it is written . .. . I may have to
help you with some of the bigger
words (I am not wise enough to
use only little words) but you will
understand almost everything I l
have written, at least as much as
any one of us can understand
Christmas .... Slowly now you are
moving toward maturity, toward
full consciousness, toward the
awareness of reality which we call
"growing up." ... I am sometimes
amazed at the questions you ask
and the answers you expect.
You see, I still remember you

A Christmas Letter
Son:
When you read this, it will
probably be snowing, the whole
wide world will be dead, and it
will be December. . . . But as I
write, a late Indian summer hangs
warm and low over the land and
I am sitting on my favorite hill
looking south across our old, beloved valley.. . . The trees are
still a symphony of gold and red
and brown, but their glory flutters
to the earth around me at the
smallest whisper of the wind....
A strange time and place to write
to you about Christmas ....
When I left the house an hour
ago (I must confess that I have
been sitting here with paper blank
and pencil still for a long time),
you were at the piano hammering
out a loud, irregular, two-finger
version of "Good King Wenceslas."
... Your mother informs me that
you have resolved to learn anumber of carols before Christmas Eve
so that you will be able to accom-

D
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when you were a little bundle
lying beside me on the seat of the
car and there was no need to
watch you very closely for you
.- were too small and too weak to
move more than your tiny hands.
. . . And now, so suddenly, it
seems, you play football, read
~ books and sing carols. . . .
Do you mind if I like to think
that you are also growing up into
Christmas? . . . into the joy and
sadness of it . . . into its everlasting mystery ... the mystery of
a love and a light which broke
the walls of time and brought God
to a manger? . .. More often now
I think that this is the last sign
of growing up ... beyond the maturity of time into the immortality
of heaven .. . to know what Christmas means ... the coming of God
at a determined moment in the
recorded past . .. the coming again
of God in an unknown but equally
determined hour in the future ...
and our living now, as well as we
may, in the days between Christmas, a blessed present because it
began in Bethlehem and will end
in heaven ... surely ... toward
that consummation, since Christmas Eve, flow all the devious currents of history, nations and empires, civilizations and destinies,
your life and mine . . .. We move
toward the last and full meaning
of Christmas . . . or we are going
nowhere. . . .
And so you will probably under-

~
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stand a little more about Christmas this year than ever before . . .
not nearly everything of course,
but enough to make you sing and
play ... the music coming from
the dawning of joy in your heart
over all that Christmas means ...
the evidence, clear and final on
a winter night, that He loves you
and believes in you ... that one
of the gifts of Christmas (because
you remember other Christmases)
is the gift of timelessness so that
the years between reach from
eternity to eternity ... You see, so
much happened when God became man. . . . Everything took
on eternal meaning because our
little visitor came from the world
beyond time. . . . The small gifts
of justice or charity which you
may give this Christmas are gifts
not in time, but in eternity. . ..
They are held and measured by
His little and great, eternal hands
and seen with His timeless eyes ....
Perhaps, too, you will notice
more of the sadness of Christmas
this year .... In fact, that is one of
the most important parts of growing up into it ... to see the deep
sorrow of it .. . the lust for profit
on State Street . . . the bright,
lighted church on Christmas Eve
and the people walking by outside,
shut into their loneliness, so that
the carols, the lights, the snow and
all the things that mean Christmas
are only the bitter memory of lost
years and the last loneliness . . .
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the loneliness of a forgotten faith,
of being shut out from a lighted
house on a winter night . . ..
And because there are too many
of us like that in the world of
1951, the world is what it is and
the years ahead look grim and
dark .... Far back in 1937 Phyllis
McGinley caught the sorrow in
her "Christmas Carol, with Variations"!
" 0 little town of Betl!lehem, how
still we see thee lie;
Your flocks are folded in to sleep, and
sleep your little ones.
Behold there is a Star again tl!at
climbs the eastern sky.
And seven million living men are
picking up tl!eir guns.
Hark the happy cannons roarGlory to the Dictator,
Death and fear, and peace d efiled,
And a world unreconciledl

• • •
"Sing hosanna, sing Noel
Sing the gunner, and the shell
Sing the candle, sing the lamp,
Sing the Concentration Camp.
Sing the Season born anew,
Sing of exile for the Jew,
Wreatl!e the world with evergreen.
Praise the cunning submarine.
Sing the barbed and bitter wire,
Poison gas, and liquid fire,
Bullet, bomb, and hand grenade,
And tl!e heart of man, afraid.
Christ is come, tl!e Light hatl! risen,
All our foes are safe in prison,
And the Christmastide begets
Seven million bayonets.

Hear the carol once againPeace on eartl!, good will to men."

And yet . . . the carol will be
there on Christmas Eve ... ringing and singing in the silence . . .
over the speechlessness of the shepherds standing amazed before the
L amb of God ... over and under
the song of the angels whose music
comes only to the ear of the listening heart . . . the carol will be
here in the Christmas silence . . .
putting into words and music the
wordless and the untold which
you, being a little boy and close to
the kingdom of heaven, will understand better than I . . . . For that
reason, too, your gifts to the Child
will be better than mine . . . an
unclouded love, warm dreams on
Christmas Eve when the house is
quiet in the cold, songs and laughter . . . while l-and my generation-will stand at the crib with
our broken gifts of fear and doubt
and unbelief, our wisdom, now so
shoddy and poor, the loneliness
and humiliation of our long journey away from Christmas . ... It
will be good then for me if you
will put your hand in mine and
lead me to the manger . . . to
stand, forgetting and remembering
. . . forgetting the brooding shadow of fear . . . remembering the
quiet falling of the night, the
Mother, the light burning in a
stable under the floor of the world,
the silent stars looking down ....

~
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And then . . . and then . . .
the cry of a baby . . . that is all
. . . nothing more than that for
the eye and ear of man .... But
for his heart and his soul-heaven
and peace, God now forever in all
our small matters and little things.
. . . God with us . . . with you
and me looking at the little candle
flickering over our manger under
the tree and lighting the face of
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the Child . . . with the love of
us who need Him so much . . .
for unto us, with all our tears, a
Child is born, a Son is given ...
and this is heaven, for heaven must
be where God is . . . . If you can
remember that as Christmas Eve
comes over the earth and as the
years fall heavy on your soul, you
will always have everything
everything ... always.

That Holy Night
Sometimes I feel
As if I too was there
That Holy Night in Bethlehem
Knelt with the shepherds by the Holy Child
Smiled at Mary, and received Mary's smile
Stroked gentle oxen, patient ass
And thenfirst brushing off a wisp of hay
clinging to my skirtWalked silently into the years
A nameless hunger stilled
A vast peace overflowing
One heart too small
To hold the wonder of it all.
DELLA MARIE KRENTZ

T hr
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to the 'll}l) orld r

only once, and once for
time the Light that died
in Eden was rekindled, this time
not again to die but to shine always, even down to our own times.
It is this Light that is the joy of
Christmas, the radiant prototype
of all the candles on our trees and
the gladness in our hearts.
Wherever and whenever men
have been illumined by that Light,
they have known its joy. No barriers of nationality or of race or
of culture or of status have been
able to shut it out. It is the common experience of all Christians
of all times and all places. The
early fathers chanted it, the children of the age of faith caroled it,
the church of the Reformation
sang it in chorales and oratorios,
and the English church sang it in
NCE,

O all

anthems. So universal is it that
when the hand of a non-conformist Englishman penned the words
of "Joy to the World" a German
Lutheran could and did capture
its melody in the great hymn tune,
"Antioch." And for two hundred
years now Christians of all denominations have joined with Isaac
Watts and Georg Friedrich Handel in singing the joy of Christmas.
"Joy to the World!" Joy because
the Lord is come, because the
Savior reigns, because He rules the
world with truth and grace, joy
which will no more let sins and
sorrows grow. Isaac Watts said that
to the men and women of the
eighteenth century; we would say
it again to the men and women
of the twentieth century. Joy in
crisis, joy in perplexity, joy in
fear, joy in a time of the break-
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ing of nations. Joy to the world,
joy to the full. Joy without laughter, joy even in tears. That is what
Christmas means; that is what we
have tried to say in the pages that
follow. And whether we say it well
or poorly, no matter. The Spirit
speaks also in our day to whomsoever He will. If men keep silent,
even the stones will speak out.
Here, then, is a Christmas Garland, sent through Christ to all of
you with the prayer and the hope
that yours, at this holy season, may
be that perfect Joy which man
can neither give nor, thank God,
take away.

m
'"aChe 1Lord
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Joy to the world, the Lord is come!
Let earth receive her King;
Let ev'ry heart prepare Him room
And Heav'n and nature sing!

ys THIS really possible or has a
Jl poet used his wings to soar beyond historic truth? A wandering
star, a weary mother, a crying
Child, a startled beast, a draughty
stable, a bed of straw-are these
the signs by which earth shall
know her King? Is this really the
conductor's signal for the great
antiphonal chorus of heaven and
nature which had been silent since
the creation?
Faith answers "yes"! At one mo-
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ment everything in the universe
was as it had ever been; at the
next, the melody of life and time
and history had changed forever.
All history became ·counterpoint
for the music once more carried,
audibly and visibly for the believing heart, by the created and uncreated choirs of the world. "When
all things were in quiet silence
and night in the midst of her swift
course, the Almighty Word leaped
down from heaven, out of the
royal throne."
And heaven and nature sang!
Beyond the evening and morning
stars, silent so long, the serried
ranks of cherubim and seraphim
sang the Sanctus to-miracle of
miracles-a Child in a stable. Once
more the sons of God shouted for
joy, the angel of Eden with the
flaming sword dipped it toward
Bethlehem and the appointed messenger choir began the long and
swift journey to the fields of Judea
to sing to its smallest and greatest
audience. All over the universe
the armies of angels, busy with
their usual tasks, stood silent, alert
and vigilant, waiting for the first
note which was to announce the
greatest Event in the history of the
human race . . ..
And then there were the chan ted
words of their fellow angel, one
whom they all knew well, sounding over land and sea. to the far
corners of the universe, to the beginning of the years of light: "Un-
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to you is born this day in the City
of David a Savior which is Christ
the Lord." This was the recitative.
The chorus of heaven followed:
"Glory"l-the first word they had
sung on earth, over fallen nature,
since creation.-"Glory to God in
the highest and on earth peace;
good will toward men."
And nature sang tool Perhaps
not so audibly, not so clearly, but
who can deny that the whole creation, in travail under sin, sang to
the Child, its Deliverer? Surely
the morning stars would make
melody and the planets would
sing over so great an honor bestowed upon one of their number. . . .
There were other sounds that
night, all a part of the swelling,
rapturous chorus of earth and
heaven. The voices of the hurrying shepherds, a rude melody of
a great faith; the voice of the
Mother in her first lullaby; the
voices of oxen and sheep, whispering their love of their Creator.
These were the second, third, and
fourth parts of the song.
And then the chant of the angels
died away and there was heard
for the first time in human history,
fusing heaven and earth in a
single, eternal melody of faith and
hope and love, the voice of the
Child . . . .

1:he ~anior 1Rdgn.s 1
Joy to the world, the Savior reigns!
Let men their songs employ,
While fields and floods, rocks, hills,
and plains
Repeat the sounding joy.

is a child of nature. He is
born into the universe and
throbs with its rhythms. The rising
of the sun, the changing of the
seasons, the moist warmth of the
earth, the endless pattern of living
and dying-all reverberate in him.
For he is of the dust and of the
earth and can never lose his sense
of affinity for them.
But the universe to which he
belongs is a universe in pain. Its
rhythms are rhythms of sorrow,
and its breathing is the breathing
of sighs. The cry of the anim~l
in the jungle, the death of a mlllion butterflies on a summer evening, the smell of the slaughterhouse, and the endless preying of
one upon another: what is there
here but the tragic sense of life?
Joy must come to the world because no joy comes from the world,
but only sorrow and groaning and
the sickness unto death.
The Savior reigns! This is the
message of Christmas, that the
God who made the world and all
that is therein has come now to
claim His own. Christ comes to
assert that the tragic sense of life,
which runs through the whole
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creation from the cooling of the
universe to the straining of the
atom, is not the whole answer,
especially for those who receive
Him with joy.
Human beings often tend to
forget this and to take the joy of
Christmas for granted, just as they
try to forget the tragic sense of
life until nature reminds them of
their plight. So also nature must
remind them of the joy of Christmas. Fields and floods, rocks, hills,
and plains must resound with the
angelic song to remind us all that
the universe to which we belong
belongs in turn to God, and that
in Christmas, God has seen fit to
rescue that universe to the glory
and liberty of the sons of God.
And so on Christmas night, as
we lift our voices in praise, we do
so in the company of the mute
millions across the endless spaces.
Only the ear of faith can hear
their song and discern in the singing of the spheres the strain of the
ancient carol.

~
~in
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No more let sins nor sorrows grow
Nor thorns infest the ground;
He comes to make His Blessings flow
Far as the curse is found.

N ogrowl

let sins nor sorrows
There may be some
therapeutic value in giving one's
emotions full play once a year and
MORE
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pretending, for a day, that the
real world of sickness and death
and nagging wives and lazy husbands and cheap politics and international snarling does not exist.
But it does exist, of course, just
as it has existed ever since our first
mother traded her innocence for
the knowledge of good and evil.
Sins and sorrows, thorns and
thistles infest our ground and the
curse is found even in the insensate rocks.
Whenever, therefore, we speak
of the joy of Christmas, it must
be understood that it is a restored
joy. Whenever we speak of the
peace of Christmas, it must be
understood that it is a peace that
has been re-established. Christmas
is the time of the great return and
the great healing. It begins with
sin and sorrow and wherever man
admits no sin and feels no sorrow
he can receive neither peace nor
joy.
How else can we explain the
apparent contradiction between
the angels' song of peace and good
will and our Lord's remark that
He came "not to send peace but
a sword"? Christmas was God's
final answer for man's extremity,
but it is an answer only for those
who are in extremity. There is
no peace for those who do not
want it, no joy for those who are
already happy. For them, there is
only the sword. And the sober
warning that "he that believeth
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not shall be damned" is as much
a part of the Christmas Gospel as
is the blessed promise that "he
that believeth and is baptized shall
be saved."
So long as the will of man is
free, Christmas will always be both
blessing and judgment, peace or
the sword, salvation or condemnation. To take the promise of peace
out of the Gospel is to destroy it
by perversion. To take the threat
of the sword out of the Gospel
is to destroy it by sentimentalization. The renewing of all things
in Christ demands, as a corollary,
the destruction of things which
cannot co-exist with Him-sin, sorrow, the thorns of our protecting
pride, the curse which the creature
incurs when it rebels against its
creator. "No more." These must
go if He is to come, these must
die if He is to be incarnate within
us.
Here is the stumbling block and
the stone of offense to our generation. We want a God fashioned in
our image, a God Whom we can
manipulate so that if the mood
of the moment is tolerance He will
not demand conformity, if the
mood of the moment is vengefulness He will wreak vengeance upon our enemies, if the mood of the
moment is democracy He will submit to popular judgment and if
the mood of the moment is authoritarianism He will stand behind our tyrannies. We are not

content that His blessings should
flow. We want to pump our bless- "'
ings through Him.
He comes to make His blessings
flow! Immanuel-"God with us"has come. His blessings are pent
up and ready to flow to whoever
will receive them if only we will
uproot the sins and sorrows and
thorns which infest our ground.
We do that, not by singing carols
and playing decent for one day a
year but by literally dying to our
former selves and allowing ourselves to be reborn in Him, a ~
process which involves much pain, ·
much searching of heart, much
fear and trembling. But how else
shall we work out our salvation
except through fear and trembling? Christmas does not invite
us to ease, to escape into some
sentimentalized never-never land,
but to war, an unremitting war
with evil wherever we find it,
whether in the great world lying
under the primeval curse or within the darkened labyrinth of our
own sinful hearts.

\t[ Rules the 'l!l!l orld
He rules the world with truth and
grace
And makes the nations prove
The glories of His righteousness
And wonders of His love.
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"There is in God (some say)
A deep, but dazzling darkness .. ."
H ENRY VAUGHAN

years ago, on December 19,
T wo
at about 7:30P.M., the stable

I..

boy who had charge of the barns
attached to the inn at Bethlehem,
stood at the corner of Chicago's
busiest intersection, State and
Madison. He looked at the street
decorations.
"That's what the State Street
Council does every year," Aram
Mykovich said. "Quite a show."
The loudspeakers, hooked to
the light standards, began the
chant of Jingle Bells in a reverently mild manner. The reindeer
floating above the lights bounded
forward.
"Quite a show. Lots of light.
Took a pile of know-how to get
those reindeer at just the right
angle," said Aram. "Whatcha
think?"
The stable boy shook his head .
Aram always talked too much.
"Look at those lights. I tell you
it's out of this world," Aram continued. "Ever seen anything like
it?"
"Yeah. No. Yeah, I did. But you
never believed me. But I saw lots
more light. Lots more."
That was the trouble here on
State Street. He could never convince anyone he had seen light,
lots of light. So much light that
he was floored. Completely floored.
He tried to tell the night clerk
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about it. He remembered dashing
in and stumbling over some sleeping bodies on the inn's floor. He
yelled at the clerk about the light
back in the stable.
The clerk said, "You're nuts."
"I tell you it's there."
"You're nuts. That's just a
couple and she's going to have a
baby."
"But I saw the light. I tell you
I saw it. The whole place is filled."
"Get out before I throw you
out. You been drinking again."
For seven years after that night
of light, the stable boy tried to
tell the customers about the light
but it was no use. More years
passed and some believed him.
That was in France. Once in
Switzerland he told the story and
they all listened. He had trouble
in Madagascar getting people to
listen. Once in Bangkok fourteen
people let him talk. The best experience he had was at a place
not too far from Rome.
That happened in 1943 or was
it 1948. He was losing track of
the years. Anyway it was on top
of a hill where he had stopped.
The racket was terrific. Guns,
aeroplanes, bombs. All he wanted
was a drink of water and a monk
pulled him in just as a rocket
shell boomed past.
"You're in a dangerous spot,
son," the old monk said. Then the
siren sounded. "Come on, lad.
Down into the shelter we go."
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So they crawled down the winding staircase. The boy wasn't
frightened. He remembered that
clearly. In the shelter it was dark,
completely dark. He heard the
breathing of the monk.
''I'm getting old, son. I hope
you don't mind the darkness."
And he didn't mind it. H e was
used to dark places. There was
that cave in Peru . . . . Suddenly,
he remembered. He heard the
monk whispering, "It was in a
shelter like this wasn't it lad,
where you saw the light?"
"How did you know?"
The monk chuckled. "I know.
You saw light. The darkness wasn't
there. Light, glorious light, filled
the stable. The stink vanished.
Even that."
Yes, even that, the boy remembered. "May I tell you how it
was?" he asked.
"You may," the monk answered
gravely.
He told the story. He had heard
the cry of an infant. He thought
it came from the stable. He wasn't
sure. He went out there. First he
thought the place was burning up.
Then he noticed there was no fire.

Just a glowing, bright radiance.
The closer he got the more won·
derful he felt. In the stable he
saw the couple and he saw the
Child. Some sheep herders were
kneeling and mumbling. Before
he knew it, he was down on his
knees. Next he ran out to tell the
night clerk.
"I've often wondered just how
it was," the monk said. "And that
is how it was. Thank you, son."
The all-clear sounded. They
climbed up into the light. "Now
you can always tell people you
told your story at Monte Cassino.
At least one person believed. That
was the Light. God bless you, son."
"Next year," Aram said, "they're
going to use a new kind of neon
light. Let's go. You don't appreciate this the way I do."
"I saw a brighter light than all
this," the boy said.
"Yeah. I know. Tell me about it
some time. Here comes our car."
The two clambered aboard the
Broadway-State streetcar.
And that was how the stable boy
from Bethlehem tried to tell his
friend Aram about the darkness
which dazzled him long years ago.
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The Significance of Chalcedon
After Jr:5oo Years
By

ERNEST

B.

KoENKER

lr T wAS in the fall of 451 that
Jl. the fourth ecumenical, or universal, council of the Church assembled at Chalcedon. Chalcedon
was already an old city; it had
been founded at the entrance of
the Bosporus across from the site
of Constantinople about 685 before Christ. Tradition tells us that
when the would-be founders of
Constantinople inquired of the
Delphic oracle where they should
establish a city, Apollo told them
to "build their town over against
the city of the blind." In other
words, the founders of Chalcedon
had been blind in choosing such
an indefensible site in Bithynia,
when across the straits the impregnable site of what was to be Constantine's capital presented itself.
By the time the Council met the
city had already been razed several
times, and later, again, the Turks
were to leave few remains of its
ancient structures. Yet though
physically the city has had no enduring foundations the faith defined there was not so blind as

some critics of the Council would
have one believe.
It may be said that the Fathers
met at Chalcedon to repair
breaches in the wall of the faith.
The first great Council of the
Church, that at Nicea in 325, had
dealt with the relationship between Christ and the Father: it
had declared Christ to be eternal,
pre-existent God, of the same substance with the Father. Now a
further question arising from this
definition involved the precise relationship between the man Jesus,
as He walked about teaching in
Palestine, and the eternal Godhead, as defined at Nicea. Chalcedon was confronted with the basic
problem of Christology-and therefore of theology: how can one
hold that Christ was truly God
and truly man? Assaults on the
central position had been made
from one side by Eutyches, whose
understanding that everything human in Christ had been absorbed
by the divine nature had received
the approval of the so-called Rob21
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ber Synod of Ephesus in 449, and
from the other side by Nestorius,
who had understood Christ in
terms of a double being with two
persons. The five to six hundred
bishops who met at Chalcedon attempted to acknowledge the mystery while disclaiming the heresy:
Christ had two distinct naturesmeaning by this term the entire
complex of powers involved in a
being-but only one person-the
Ego or self-determining subject.
Thus after the Incarnation Christ
retained unchanged His divine nature, according to which He was
"Begotten before all ages of the
Father according to the Godhead." But He assumed a human
nature, an element common to
all men, and thereby He could
redeem not simply a particular
person but all men as possessors of
this same nature. In terms relevant
to their own day the Fathers witnessed to the New Testament
declaration that in Christ the contrast between the sinful creature
and the eternal God had been
bridged.
In case the modern reader
should recoil from the difficult
terminology employed in these
controversies it will be well to
remind him that the Church was
fighting here, on intellectual
grounds, for its right to exist. The
Church always requires the work
of her theologians; their task is
that of stating the faith in terms

relevant to their day and of demonstrating the inadequacies and
inconsistencies of rival, secular
faiths. To be sure, the Creed of
Chalcedon was conditioned by the
language, currents of thought, and
intellectual resources of that day.
It could not comprehend the mystery of godliness, that God should
be "manifest in flesh." And here
we meet the most significant contribution of Chalcedon: it was
content, along with all good theology, to state the paradoxicalbut not illogical-relation involved
in the person of Christ; it tried
neither to make Christian faith
easy by emphasizing the great and
good man Jesus, nor to make faith
unjustifiably hard by emphasizing the eternal Godhead of the
Second Person. In Christ God had
acted in such a way as to transcend
the opinion of man's reason and
all that man could expect. Chalcedon was dealing with an event
which St. Basil of Caesarea calls
"ineffable and inconceivable,"that "God was in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself."
But besides this great heritage
involving the union of the two
natures in Christ, does Chalcedon
have anything to say to problems
confronting the Church today? A
high churchman, that is, one who
thinks highly of the Church, might
accept three particularly relevant
contributions for our day:
First, Chalcedon is another
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great fortress in the defence of the
claim that the human body, the
flesh itself, is not evil, as some
would-be Christians of that age
claimed. God had created the
world and all things in it good;
it was good to such a degree that
Christ did not only seem to have
a real human nature, as the Docetists taught, but had actually ennobled human nature by becoming one of us. In view of the
persistent Gnostic tendencies to
view the world of matter, including man's body, as irretrievably
bad the definition of Chalcedon
presents the case of Christ's own
human form.
Secondly, we are reminded of
the existence of millions of fellow Christians who to this day
dissent from the Creed of Chalcedon, and therefore from orthodox Christianity. The Monophysites, who followed Eutyches in
holding that there is but one nature in Christ, continue their
identity in the Coptic, Ethiopian,
Syrian and Malabar Jacobite and
Armenian churches. The Nestorians, whose condemna tion was confirmed at Chalcedon, still exist in
weakened condition in Persia and
in scattered communities throughout the world. These great communions became the objects of
bitter hatred and persecution from
the camp of the orthodox. They
exist yet today, as a challenge to
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our charity toward dissident brethren and as the object of our prayers "that they all may be one."
And finally, the Council declared that the Bishop of Constantinople should have equal
privileges with, Rome, the second
rank among the patriarchates, and
jurisdiction over Pontus, Asia, and
Thrace. The determining reason
given for this was that Constantinople was New Rome; and in
fact when the patriarchate of Constantinople went on to build its
power on the basis of the political
power of the Eastern Roman emperors the bishop of Rome more
discreetly based his claims on the
apostolic or Petrine dignity. The
assertion of equal privileges was,
understandably, denounced by
Leo I and was never accepted in
the West. However, it stands as
the basic jurisdictional declaration of the Eastern Orthodox
Church and remains, therefore, as
an enduring challenge to the
spiritual totalitarianism of the
Roman bishopric.
With these words of appreciation we greet a Council which
met long ago. As later Christological controversy was to demonstrate,
the Fathers at Chalcedon left many
questions unsettled. But we are
reminded that we have more in
common with the Greek Fathers
assembled there than we commonly appreciate.

Grandma Does
the Bossin')
By A. C.

M E IER

an evening with one of
favorite cousins not long
ago and we got to reminiscing
about the old days, chiefly about
my paternal grandfather in whose
home she had grown up. One incident, which I had almost forgotten, came up in the course of
our reminiscing and seems to demand retelling although some may
object that the foibles of the dead
should be allowed to rest in their
graves with them. Actually, I mean
no disrespect. Grandpa was human, like the rest of us and life
in his day was not basically different from life today and I have
no doubt that now and then, out
beyond the stars where Grandpa
has found life in its fulness, he
recalls his years on the earth with
an occasional chuckle.
Grandpa was a business man
and a gentleman. Grandpa sold
cigars which he made with much
painstaking care. These were the
days before Eleanor Roosevelt
and others had put too much

boldness into the bonnets of womankind. Most women knew their
place and Grandma was no exception. When Meinherr Grandpa took off for town, Grandma
saw him to the door, held his overcoa t for him, handed him his cane,
and bowed him on his way with
a neat little curtsey, and then,
with her hands folded on her
stomach, smilingly watched him as
he passed beyond the gate.
Each year, in conformity to the
promises made to Noah, the seasons changed. After the persimmons had fallen in the back yard
and the tomcat found the slanting rays of the sun getting too
weak for his purposes, it became
necessary to put up the big stove
in the middle of the living room
of Meinherr and Frau Meier.
The household included, besides
Grandpa and Grandma, widowed
Aunt Lizzie and spinstered Aunt
Emma and little Selma. All of the
members of the household had a
part to play in the erection of

SPENT
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the behemoth. The three ladies
did the work, little Selma stood in
the corner and trembled, and
Grandpa presided as Master of
Ceremonies. Grandma had a name
for Grandpa's valuable services.
In her Americanized low-Dutch
she called it "Dot Bossin' ."
"Dot Bossin' " must have been
something to hear if one didn't
have to try to follow it. "Not that
way, that way! Lizzie, help Emma!
Emma, not that way, that way!
Oh thunder, what are you doing?"
And so eventually the stove would
be erected.
Came one year when the first
chills of autumn were making
themselves felt rather earlier than
usual. Grandpa was taking his
siesta on the couch in the front
room. Grandma and the girls had
just finished the dinner dishes.
Grandma got an inspiration. Maybe some turn-of-the-century Eleanor Roosevelt had infiltrated the
safe and sane Rundschau, of which
Grandma was an avid reader, with
egalitarian notions. At any rate,
treason burgeoned in Grandma's
heart and she told the girls, "If
we have to do all the work setting
up the stove I don't see why we
can't do the Bossin', too." Emma
looked at Lizzie and Lizzie looked
at Emma and both looked at
Grandma and nodded. It was a
Gottloser Gedanke, but Eve's children in the Meier menage were as
susceptible to such thoughts as

..
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was their mother back in Eden.
And it is a rule of life that agreement is seldom reached so quickly
as when skulduggery is afoot.
But discretion is the better part
of valor and the wild thought
waited upon the careful examination of the lay of the land. Reconnaissance showed that Grandpa
was still lying on the couch, the
rhythmic rise and fall of his goatee
indicating that though present in
body he was far, far away in spirit.
One of the girls tiptoed over and
gently shut the door. In just a
very short time, the behemoth was
in place and his tall silk hat connected to the flue. The stove
blackening kit was fetched and it
was hardly any time at all until
the stove was shining like asphalt
on a rainy night. Softly the door
was opened. The greying goatee
continued its rhythmic up-anddown, and with a suppressed titter
the womenfolk went back to their
womanly duties.
By and by, Grandpa woke up.
He had to hurry to town and deliver two boxes of Meier's Ponies
to Mr. Stumpf at the corner saloon.
He walked right by the stove,
Grandma saw him to the door and
beamed him down the sidewalk.
And so it went for three days.
Grandpa would walk in and out
of the house and round about
within it but never a word about
the heating stove.
The fourth day dawned bright
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and clear and the nip in the air
presaged the onset of fall. Grandpa came down to breakfast, briskly rubbed his hands, and then announced to his assembled household that the time had now arrived to set up the stove.
"Nay"-this from Grandma"der Oppen iss schon upset."

Grandpa stared with incredulous eyes. The goatee went up and
down and down and up while
Grandma continued: "Mir hahn
Oppen upset un' mir hahn dot
Bossin' dawn!"
One thing you have to say for
Grandpa. He always knew when
he was licked.

The helplessness of parenthood is its chief anguish.
Another source of sorrow is the realization that though
one may soften, no one ever receives the blows intended
for another. Even at eight, boys stand alone in the world,
though they neither know it nor suspect it, and we
console ourselves by pretending this is not true. Even
at this age, when they leave the classroom they have
relished for the untried one which will house them in
the fall, they have had a preview of that bitter reality
which condemns what has been from ever being again,
at least precisely as it was. It is the intimations of mortality, not immortality, that devastate parents in the
presence of their young.
JoHN MAsON BROWN, Morning Faces
(McGraw-Hill, 1949)

Letter From Xanadu, Nebo
Dear Editor:
I can't imagine why you should be
interested in news from Xanadu, Nebraska, but I have no objection to
earning three bucks a month for a
couple of pages of Schwaffel, so sign
me on.
The big news of the moment here
is the drive for funds to build a new
combination gymnasium-prayer chapel
for our congregation (St. Swithin's, E.
Zeitgeist, pastor). We could probably
get along without it but St. Vitus at
Alph River Junction (M. Schwaermer,
pastor) built a fancy glass brick Rec
Hall last year and we hadn't built
anything since we put the false front
on the church back in 1937 and
people were beginning to make comparisons. Besides, Rev. Zeitgeist says
there is nothing like a mortgage to
weld a congregation together. (If
that's what it takes, we are shortly
going to be the most welded-together
congregation you ever saw, judging
by the size of our mortgage.)
Anyway, I am chairman of the
fund-raising drive and we really have
a doozy of a drive coming up. First
off, we're going to have Rev. Zeitgeist preach a sermon on "God loveth
a cheerful giver" and after the sermon we're going to have everybody
come up to the altar and drop his
building fund pledge on the plate.
Then we're going to run a contest

among the church societies, one point
for every ten dollars raised and low
man pays off with a big feed for the
others six months from now.
Meanwhile, Rev. Zeitgeist will put
the screws on the contractor and the
sub-contractors for contributions of
approximately five percent of what
they're supposed to get under the
contract and the church treasurer is
going to make up a list of the Big
Money Boys in the congregation who
will be seen personally by the pastor
and myself. I think we have just the
thing to pull the long green out of
them. We know where we can get a
plaque inscribed "Friends of St. Swithin's Youth." For $250.00 we'll put
their name on the plaque (which will
hang in the lobby of the building)
and we'll give them a bronze lapel
pin. And, of course, we're going to
work on the income tax angle, too.
Our treasurer is a whiz at figures and
he will have solid figures to prove
to these guys that they can actually
save more on taxes than it will cost
them to become a "Friend of St.
Swithin's Youth."
Bill Vogelkopf, one of our deacons,
had a great idea. He wanted to raffle
off a new Plymouth like the people
over at Holy Family did last year
when they built their new school.
But Rev. Zeitgeist put the kibosh on
that. So, instead, we are going to
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try to work up a big rummage sale
next Spring with everybody invited.
Most of our people have all kinds of
old junk lying around in the attic
and with an election coming up next
year we expect that the politicians
will turn out in full force to try to
parlay some heavy bidding into some
votes from our members. After all,
we're the biggest church in the county
and we could do the right man a lot
of good if he could see his way clear
to help us a little bit.
I must say there is considerable
enthusiasm for the project. A few
of the old guys were grumbling about
we ought to reinforce the foundations
of the church before we start going
into any new building but most of
us figure that the church has stood
pretty solid for eighty-five years and
it ought to stay standing for a few
years more. Besides, Rev. Zeitgeist
is kind of hoping that as soon as we
can get this project wrapped up and
the mortgage cut down to a figure we
can handle maybe we can start working on a new church building. He
showed me a picture of the kind of
church he would like to build and
all I can say is that if we ever build

it St. Vitus can just start boarding
up the windows and auctioning off
the parsonage.
Oh, and one more thing. There is
a chance (but so far only a chance)
that we may have all of the money
on hand before we even start building. Old Man Liebefreud doesn't
seem to be pulling out of that stroke
he had in October and while we all
hope that he will recover his full
health and strength we can reasonably suppose that if the worst happens
he will remember St. Swithin's in his
will. Pastor Zeitgeist has talked to
him about it several times, I know,
and he seems to be at least receptive.
I hear, though, that he wants the
building called Liebefreud Hall and
if we do that it's going to make the
whole Wanderlust clan mad. (You
remember that young Eddie Liebefreud jilted Irma Wanderlust 23 years
ago and the Wanderlusts have never
forgotten it.)
Well, anyway, we have a lot of
irons in the fire and I'll let you know
how we make out.
Optimistically,

G. G.

AND MUSIC MAKERS
Two Monumental Recordings
BYWALTERA. HANSEN

• Now and then it is entirely
in order to use the adjective
"monumental" when one speaks
or writes about recordings.
Good recordings are always good
news in the world of music. Some·
times they are thrilling news.
When I learned a number of
months ago that Georges Bizet's
Carmen would be recorded in its
entirety under the direction of
Fritz Reiner, my mouth began to
water.
I believe with all my heart that
one should imbue one's study of
music with enthusiasm. Those who
pursue the art of criticism-and
I use the word "art" advisedlyare often in grave danger of becoming altogether too matter-offact, if not actually cold, in many
of their reactions.
In all likelihood, you have heard
or read more than one cold, matter-of-fact, or even disdainful opinion of Bizet's Carmen. Unfortunately, some dabblers in music

tJ-
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consider it wise, fashionable, and
progressive to unburden themselves of disparaging verdicts concerning works that are acknowledged universally as classics. But
one can rest assured that Carmen
will survive all belittling judgments.
Many speak of Carmen as a
perfect opera. Naturally, one can
counter with the age-old truism
that nothing under the sun-not
even Carmen-is perfect.
Nevertheless, when you and I
use the word "perfect" as we have
every right to use it when we
come under the spell of great
genius, we are not at all guilty of
faulty thinking when we apply
that adjective to Carmen.
No opera is more popular than
Carmen.
Almost anyone could point to
a triviality or two in the story on
which Bizet's masterpiece is based.
Almost anyone could find a creaking joint here or there.
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Still the fact remams that the
story of Carmen lends itself admirably to operatic treatment. On
second thought, I must qualify
this statement by adding that the
story lends itself admirably to
operatic treatment when the composer has the stature of a Bizet.
Bizet, you see, was a great composer. And at this point I am
tempted to spell out that word
"great" in capital letters.
Many of the melodies of Carmen have won fast friends in almost every nook and cranny of
the world. Time has not dulled
their stirring beauty. The buoyant
and tumultuous overture, the enchanting Habanera, the exciting
Seguidilla, the bumptiously strutting song of the Toreador, the
wonderful duo in the second act,
the frenetic Gypsy Dance, and the
melting aria sung by Micaela have
burned their way into the hearts
and memories of millions.
Once more it is necessary to use
the adjective "great." This time I
apply it to Mr. Reiner, who is
every inch a great conductor. His
skill on the podium is amazing.
In the recording about which I
am writing (RCA Victor WDM1556) Reiner gives a vivid and
irresistibly exciting presentation of
Carmen. Everything is clear. Reiner slights no details. Every . nuance receives loving, proper, and
most effective attention. After listening to Reiner's presentation of

Carmen, you will agree, I am sure,
that the direction and the performance are magnificent.
Here is the cast: Rise Stevens is
Carmen, 1an Peerce is Don 1ose,
Licia Albanese is Micaela, Robert
Merrill is Escamilla, Margaret
Roggero is Mercedes, Paula Lenchner is Frasquita, Osie Hawkins
is Zuniga, Hugh Thompson is
Morales, Alessio De Paolis is Remendado, and George Cehanovsky
is Dancairo. The Robert Shaw
Chorale and the Children's Chorus
from L'Elysee Franpise take part
in the thrilling performance, and
the orchestra is that excellent body
of musicians known as the RCA
Victor Symphony Orchestra.
A complete libretto comes with
the recording. The French text
and Alice Berezowsky's admirable
English version are printed in
parallel columns. Sheilah Beckett
drew the numerous illustrations
contained in the attractive booklet. Deems Taylor discusses the
origin of Carmen, and, to make
complete enjoyment of the opera
doubly sure, thirteen pages are
devoted to the story.
When listening to Reiner's
masterful reading of Bizet's score
one sees with special clearness that
the music of Carmen abounds in
subtle, vivid, and powerful strokes
of genius. The great composer had
the ability to underscore character and situations with graphic
effectiveness.

1

December 1951
Toscanini and Verdi
f\ Now let us turn to other news
-· -news just as exciting as that
pertaining to the full-length recording of Carmen under the direction of Reiner.
As I write, I have before me
a little box containing thirteen
seven-inch discs and a complete
and irresistibly attractive libretto
booklet (RCA Victor ADM-1544).
Yes, it is another opera-another
opera in full. The title is La Traviata (The Lost One), and the com·
poser, as you know, is Giuseppe
Verdi.
Who is the conductor? None
other than the mighty Arturo Toscanini. Licia Albanese sings the
role of Violetta, Jan Peerce is Alfredo, Robert Merrill is Germont,
Maxine Stellman is Flora, John
Garris is Gastone, George Cehanovsky is Baron Douphol, Paul
Dennis is the Marquis d'Obigny,
Arthur Newman is Doctor Grenvil, and Johanne Moreland is
Annina.
The orchestra? It is the famous
NBC Symphony Orchestra.
The chorus? It is a group directed by the able Peter Wilhousky.
I have a horror of superlatives.
But I am sorely tempted to make
use of them when I write about
Toscanini's masterful presentation of La Traviata.
The pacing of the performance
is ideal. The vitality of the rhythms
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makes the blood dance in your
veins. The pertinence of the accentuation lifts you to your feet and
causes you to want to shout for
joy. The clarity and the precision
of the playing are a benison to
the ear. The singing is superb.
I have heard better Germonts
than Mr. Merrill. But Toscanini's
directing has a magical quality
that makes Merrill outdo himself.
Yes, the performance has the
imprint of Toscanini from the first
note to the last. This means, of
course, that it is true to the intentions of Verdi. I do not hesitate
for a moment to say that you do
not actually know La Traviata
unless you have heard it presented
under the illuminating, inspiring,
and_ c?mpelling leadership of Toscaninl.
La Traviata is one of my favorite
operas. To me it represents Verdi
at his greatest. I know that history
books and learned critics tell us
with all the eloquence at their
command that the famous Italian
composer reached the peak of his
fabulous skill when, as an old
man, he wrote Otello and Falstaff.
I have no desire to detract one
iota from the greatness of Otello
or Falstaff. To my thinking, however, La Traviata, in spite of a
somewhat ludicrous story, has a
freshness and a pertinence of expression which Verdi never excelled in his later works.
The music of La Traviata is in-
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tensely dramatic. The melodies
are unforgettable. Ask the average
listener how many of the tunes of
Otello or Falstaff he remembers,
and you will discover, I am sure,
that Otello and Falstaff, with all
their inherent greatness, have not
succeeded in winning the hearts of
the rank and file as La Traviata
has done.
Incidentally, you need not prick
up your ears with too much alertness to hear the voice of Toscanini himself as he conducts the
opera. I like this part of the recording. I like this particular Toscaninian touch.
Some conductors shout occasionally when they preside in concert
or in opera. Some grunt. Some
groan. Some mumble. Some sing.
Some do other things.
Toscanini often sings when he
conducts. Mind you, I am not
talking about his rehearsals. There
he does not limit his vocal efforts
to mere singing.
Listen to the voice of the great
maestro as he conducts La Traviata. You will agree, I am confident,
that Toscanini could never have
become a great singer. But you
cannot deny that he is a great
conductor.
Deems Taylor has written a fascinating article for the booklet

that comes with the recording of
La Traviata. In addition, you learn
when and how the recording was
made. Eight pages are devoted to
the story of the opera. The illustrations were drawn by Dan Noonan, and the English text is the
work of Alice Berezowsky.
Naturally, the two operas are
sung in the original-Carmen in
French and La Traviata in Italian.
Everyone, of course, has hisor her-favorite operas. Is it presumptuous on my part to list those
I like best? Here they are: Christoph Willibald Ritter von Gluck's
Orfeo ed Euridice, Bizet's Carmen,
Verdi's La Traviata, Verdi's Ai'da,
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's Le
Nozze di Figaro, Mozart's Don
Giovanni, Gioacchino Rossini's Il
Barbiere di Siviglia, Richard Wagner's Der Ring des Nibelungen,
and Richard Strauss's Salome.
What about Alban Berg's Wozzeck? I concede that one can learn
to like this work. The other day
an eminent conductor-a conductor who for years lived, moved,
and had his musical being in the
world of opera-told me that in
his opinion Wozzeck is one of the
greatest stage works of recent
times. Maybe he is right. But I
continue to shake my head in
doubt.
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RECENT RECORDINGS
MARIO LANZA SINGS CHRISTMAS SONGS.
Away in a Manger, to the melody
of Flow Gently, Sweet Afton; We
Three Kings of Orient Are; 0
Little Town of Bethlehem; 0 Come,
All Ye Faithful; The First Noel;
Silent Night; The Lord's Prayer,
in the setting by Malotte; Guardian
Angels, by Harpo Marx. Mario
Lanza, tenor, with the Jeff Alexander Choir and an orchestra under
Ray Sinatra.-Here Lanza, who has
a glorious voice, sings with more
simplicity and naturalness than I
have ever heard from him before.
This album is destined for widespread popularity. But what Lanza
needs most at present is hard and
intensive study. RCA Victor WDM1649.

Impromptu. Artur Rubinstein, pianist.-Is there a concert-goer who
does not like encores-particularly
when those encores are played by
an artist as great as Artur Rubin·
stein? RCA Victor WDM-1558.
JoHANNES BRAHMS. Sonata No. ;, fo1
Violin and Piano, in D Minor, Op.
roB. Nathan Milstein, violinist, and
Vladimir Horowitz, pianist.-This
recording appears on the scene
only a few weeks after a recording
of the same masterpiece by Yehudi
Menuhin and William Kapell. Take
your choice. Both are excellent.
Naturally, it is fascinating to com·
pare the two readings. RCA Victor
WDM-1551.

RICHARD WAGNER. Siegfried's Rhine
journey, from The Twilight of the
Gods, and Ride of the Valkyries,
from Die Walkiire. Arturo Toscanini and the NBC Symphony Orchestra.-Thrilling readings. RCA
Victor WDM-1564.

MozART OPERATIC ARIAs. Possenti
numi and Qui sdegno non s'accende,
from The Magic Flute; Non piu
andrai and Se vuol ballare, from
The Marriage of Figaro; Catalog
Aria, Serenade, and Champagne
Aria, from Don Giovanni. Ezio
Pinza, basso, with the RCA Victor
Orchestra under Alfred Wallenstein.-What a relief to hear Pinza
in these arias after listening to his
singing in most of his recent recordings! The voice is not what it
used to be, but the artistry is there.
RCA Victor WDM-1555.

ENCORES. Liszt'sLiebestraum, Mendelssohn's Spinning Song, Chopin's
Nocturne in E Flat, Liszt's Valse
Oubliee, Schubert's Impromptu in
A Flat, Debussy's La plus que lente,
Rachmanioff's Prelude in C Sharp
Minor, and Chopin's Fantaisie-

JoHN PHILIP SousA. Stars and Stripes
Forever. JoHANNES BRAHMS. Waltz
in A Flat, op. IJ. Moritz Moszkowski. Etude in F. Vladimir Horowitz,
pianist.-It's virtually impossible to
remain sitting when you hear Horowitz's brilliant and breath-taking

RICHARD STRAUSS. Don juan, op. 20.
Arturo Toscanini and the NBC
Symphony Orchestra.-A magnificent performance of a work that
glows with color and beauty. RCA
Victor WDM-1563.
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piano transcription of Sousa's great
march. How he makes the piano
sound! RCA Victor 49-3424.
MozART. Le
Nozze di Figaro. Recorded in Italy
by eminent singers with the orchestra and the chorus of Radio ltaliana
under the direction of Fernando
Previtali.-A fine performance of
one of the greatest of all operas.
Cetra-Soria LP 1219.

WoLFGANG AMADEUS

FOR CHILDREN . Songs by
Kukla, Fran and Ollie. Original
music by Jack Fascinato. RCA Vic-

REcoRDS

tor WY-425. Rudolph's Second
Christmas, as told by Paul Wing.
RCA Victor WY-441. Howdy Doody's Christmas Party. RCA Victor
WY-442. Mr. Television, with Uncle
Milly and Donald Duck, Assisted
by Mickey Mouse, starring Milton
Berle and the original Walt Disney
voices of Donald Duck and Mickey
Mouse. RCA Victor WY-432. jack
and the Beanstalk and The Shoemaker and the Elves, as told by
Paul Wing.-The youngsters will
find these discs irresistible. So will
many grown-ups.

"My dear son, God has put wisdom into my head and
beauty into yours. Wisdom is n eeded for the governance
of this world, but beauty is needed for its existence. In
arid deserts there is no life. Birds do not sing in the dark
of night. Show me a waste country and I'll show you a
brutal people. No faith can live that is not beautiful. ...
"I will not keep you any longer. Only to say this, and
this is the chiefest thing: never let your dream be taken
from you. Keep it unspotted from the world. In darkness
and in tribulation it will go w'ith you as a friend; but in
wealth and power hold fast to it, for then is danger. Let
not the mists of the world, the gay diversions, the little
trifles, draw you from glory.
"Remember!"
DoNN BYRNE, Messer Marco Polo
(Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1921, 1949)
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Unsigned reviews are by the Editors

Clostermann loved his Spitfires and
Tempests with a passion only
understandable to other fighter pilots
The book gives a good picture of air
fighting and those of us who had
something to do with the war on the
ground also find out how airmen felt
about our frequent lack of care in
identifying planes and consequently
making their passage over our lines
a little difficult.
This isn't a great book, but it is
a good one. It may seem to be a little
late in coming out, but those who
read it will renew their conviction
that war and its waste of ingenuity
and materials and lives is a very silly
thing indeed.

BIOGRAPHY
THE BIG SHOW
By Pierre Clostermann. Random
House. New York. 1951.
is an AlsaM R.tianM. CLOSTERMANN
who became a licensed
pilot at the age of seventeen. During
the recent war he flew as a fighter
pilot, first with the Free French and
subsequently. with the R.A.F., in
which organization he rose to the
command of a fighter wing. Since the
war, he has been elected and reelected as Parliamentary Deputy for
Strasbourg in the Chambre des Deputes.
The author's war career is the subject of this book. His career was no
idle one. He flew 420 operational
sorties against the Nazis and, along
with many "probable" victories, was
credited with the definite downing
of twenty-three enemy planes. The
book moves along at a rapid pace,
moves excitingly from one hot spot
to the next. This is probably the
result of the fact that the author kept
daily notes on his escapades in the air.

CURRENT AFFAIRS
GERMANY AND THE FUTURE
OF EUROPE
Edited by Hans J. Morgenthau.
The University of Chicago Press.
Chicago, Ill. 1951. 179 pages. $3.50.
volume contains the fourteen
the twenty-sixth Institute of the Norman Wait Harris
HIS

T lectures of
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Foundation, held at the University
of Chicago in the spring of 1950.
They deal with various aspects of the
problem of the future position of
Germany in the Western World from
the European and American angle
and interest.
A brief review cannot possibly do
justice to the many controversial questions which are discussed in these
essays. As a whole, most of the lectures show a far better insight in the
situation of present-day Germany
than is usually found in American
publications on this subject matter.
They approach the all-important
problem of Germany's future place
in the Western world with sympathy
for and faith in post-war Germany.
However, several of the contributors,
particularly former citizens of Germany, may do well to consider the
admonition of Pope Paschal II who
wrote to Anselm of Canterbury: "He
who reaches out his hand to help one
to rise when he is lying prostrate on
the ground will never accomplish it
unless he himself bends down." On
the other hand, we find in these lectures some very wholesome self-criticism. Our tragic mistakes at Yalta and
Potsdam are confessed without any
reservation. Likewise our guilt in the
creation of the most serious problem
of those cruelly expelled from their
ancient homes, of millions of people
delivered by the western allies to the
Russians and subsequently killed by
Stalin's cohorts and satellites, and the
large number of men and women
who have been enslaved and who
have disappeared in the dreadful concentration camps of Siberia or elsewhere. Thus Reinhold Niebuhr says

in his lecture: "We cannot deny that
one of the greatest hazards to German health today, the problem of the
nine million expellees was created by
our acquiescence in an act of injustice.-Even the most hopeful predictions for Germany's future do not
bring hope to the hopeless, who may
never be integrated into her economy."
All of the essayists recognize as an
asset to the future of Europe and
the United States Germany's rich cultural traditions and contributions,
which were denied and ridiculed during the First World War.
An excellent and unique article is
the evaluation of the German family
institution and life today by Howard
Becker. It is encouraging for wellwishers of the German people to
read in Professor Becker's essay such
statements as the following: "Where
all else has crumbled, large sections
of German family structures have survived."- "Juvenile delinquency, in
spite of the hordes of orphans and
homeless herded in air-raid shelters
and improvised settlements, is in my
considered judgment distinctly lower
in rate than that prevailing in today's United States."- "Most German women still want to establish
families, in whatever way they can.
Children are cherished and ardently
desired."- "German family life seems
to me of a kind in which parents have
more control of children, through
persuasion as well as command, than
appears to be the case in the United
States today. In this seme, and in this
sense only, most German families are
more authoritarian than most American families."

December 1951
Some day in the near future a
peace treaty between Germany and
her enemies in the last war will have
to be written. Whether such a treaty
will be ephemeral as the so·called
treaty of Versailles at the end of the
First World War or lasting for a long
time as the treaty of Paris of 1814
will depend to a large extent on both
the intelligence or ignorance of the
victors as well as on the spirit of
revenge or reconciliation with which
the peace makers approach the difficult problem of restoring peace in
this world. They would profit by a
careful study of the essays contained
in the book under review.

CHINESE COMMUNISM AND
THE RISE OF MAO
By Benjamin I. Schwartz. Boston.
Harvard University Press. 1951. 258
pages. $4.00.
HIS

is the fourth of a series of

T Russian Research Center Studies.

The Research Center's major objective "is the study of Russian institutions and behavior in an effort to
make for better understanding of the
international actions and policy of
the Soviet Union." This study is an
important contribution.
In tracing the course of Chinese
Communism and the rise of Mao
from its early beginnings at the end
of World War I until Mao became
undisputed leader of the Party in
1932, Mr. Schwartz deals almost exclusively with the theoretical aspects
of Chinese Communism. He thus
points to the importance the theoretical framework had in the relation-
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ship between the Kremlin and the
Chinese Communists. He analyzes
carefully the "peculiar nature of the
Communist-Kuomintang alliance and
the causes of its collapse." And he
meticulously shows the subtle shifts of
the "Party Line."
The author documents two chief
conclusions, it seems to me. The first
is that the Chinese Communist rulers
today operate with a much different
"line" than the theories of Marx and
Engels pointed to, or than the ideas
of the early Chinese Communist
leaders pointed to. The second is
that "the Chinese Communist Party
under the leadership of Mao has not
been the party of the industrial proletariat nor has it been the party of
the peasantry in the Marxist-Leninist
sense . .. , but an elite of professional
revolutionaries which has risen to
power by basing itself on the dynamic
of peasant discontent." (An important remark by Author Schwartz in
the introduction says, "This does not
mean that the Communist leadership,
is as it were, the mystic embodiment
of the popular will, or that all its acts
are the expression of the aspirations
of the people.")
Also in connection with the second
point above, an excellent job is done
in pointing up the Comintern's theoretical devices that were used to conceal this separation of the Chinese
Party from a proletarian base.
This study, then, contributes much
new information to our knowledge of
"Chinese Communism and the Rise
of Mao." The author is obviously
well versed in Chinese and Russian
history, and in the Communist Line
with its Stalin twists. The fairly com-
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plete notes and bibliography point
to his ability to deal with original
sources.
The criticism which came most
often to mind while reading is that
Author Schwartz, knowing his subject so well, sometimes forgets to inform the reader of the significance
of certain names, dates and events.

FICTION

BARABBAS
By Par Lagerkvist. Translated by
Alan Blair. Random House. New
York. 1951. $2.75.
coMETHING good in the way of a
0 novel should be expected from
last year's runner-up for the Nobel
Prize, Par Lagerkvist. Barabbas is that
book. What an interesting field of
speculation he chose, Barabbas, that
extra in the "cast of thousands" which
surrounded Christ in His earthly life.
Lagerkvist, in this reader's opinion,
does more than an excellent job in
bringing this character to reality. He
makes Barabbas, like millions after
him, a man who doesn't know what
to do with the alarming fact of
Christ's death on the cross.
We first meet Barabbas at Calvary,
immediately after his never-dreamedof escape from death. He views the
scene from a distance, but the picture
of that hill is never erased from his
mind. This Man, who means nothing
to Barabbas, covertly becomes the
plague of his life. He cannot escape
hearing of Him. He speaks with
Peter and with a man raised from
the dead by Christ. He sees a young

girl of his acquaintance stoned to
death witnessing Him. He even tries
to join a group of Christians to learn
more, but his name is enough to
make them act contrary to "Love
one another."
After rebuke and rebuff, Barabbas
seems to disappear for a while, turning up years later as a slave in the
Cyprian copper mines. And again,
the man to whom he is chained is
a Christian, eager for any word of
Christ. They pray together at first;
Barabbas even consents to wearing a
Christos lesus disk about his neck.
But still disturbed, he suddenly remains silent. By denying Christ on
occasion, Barabbas is removed from
the mines to become a household
slave, while his companion is crucified. Later in Rome Barabbas hears
of assemblies in the catacombs and
goes there once. One evening a fire
breaks out and voices cry that the
Christians are responsible. All of a
sudden Barabbas seems to understand what has bothered him and in
his misguided enthusiasm helps burn
up more to prepare the way for
Christ's return. With the band of
Christians arrested for the fire Barabbas is crucified, too, with these words
on his lips, "To Thee I deliver up my
ghost," surrendering to the death he
feared all his life.
If Barabbas be a measure of the
work Lagerkvist produces, then one
might seriously question the Nobel
choice for 1950, if that selection had
never been questioned before. This
Swedish author in simple but effective
language makes the reader forget that
he's reading fiction.
A. LANGE
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RAIN ON THE WIND
By Walter Macken. Macmillan.
New York. 1950. 312 pages. $3.00.
HE mysterious sea and the wiry
people who are subject to its
T
powerful influence have once again
captured the attention of a creative
pen. Walter Macken, an actor with
the famous Abbey theater and the
author of several plays and novels,
takes the reader among the Irish
fisherfolk of Galway and tells their
story of struggle against the whimsical forces of nature.
For generations these simple, hard
working people had squeezed their
modest fare out of the sea. From
the drudgery and smell of their
humble labor, the men found a zest
for living, an urgency to love and
be loved, and a gentle wisdom. The
women found a consuming need for
a merciful God and for the strength
to meet each day of anxious living.
The children found excitement and
romance.
Rain On the Wind is the story
of a fishing community but it is also
the story of a lad named Mico who
grows to manhood knowing that he
must eventually qecide between his
ancestral heritage of slavery to the
sea and the gentler life which education promises. Mico prefers the life of
a fisherman but subtle pressures
exerted through ties of love make his
decision immeasurably difficult. In
this atmosphere of subdued conflict
the author develops with rare sensitivity and understanding the many
interesting characters of this story.
It is a genuine treat, in this age of
literary introspection, to assume the
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role of spectator rather than join the
author in a Freudian hike through
cerebral hills and valleys. Walter
Macken succeeds in making these
simple folk come alive and in doing
so gives the reader an opportunity
to test his (or her) capacity for love
and compassion.
B. L. FERGUSON

A HERO OF OUR TIMES
By Vasco Pratolini. Translated by
Eric Mosbacher. Prentice-Hall. New
York. 1951.
N

A

Florence, Italy, of suspicion,

and broken dreams the war
Ihadhatred,
produced a distorted hero of the
times, an angel-faced, evil-minded
sixteen-year-old, the nastiest in existence. The baby Fascist in him soon
grows up, fattened by blackmail and
lust. His greatest victim is a lonely
widow of 33 who mothers him at first
and then becomes his mistress. Sandrino's little whims aren't complete
until he forges a check for her entire
bank account, is fleeced by two con·
fidence men in a bogey Fascist-return
scheme, and finally, on an urge to
"crush something," murders his girl
friend when their relationship ceases
to remain simple. This lovely lad
dupes almost everyone, and Fascism
should be proud to count him a
member.
Pratolini draws his characters well,
from the cad of a hero to naivete of
a sufferer. Although weak in some
spots, the plot hangs together well,
and the actions of our boy demigod
are enough to interest any reader,
that is, if he is willing to stomach
what our times produce. A. LANGE
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IDSTORY

MEMOIRS OF
ERNST VON WEIZSA.CKER
Translated by John Andrews. Chicago. Henry Regnery Company.
1951. 322 pages. $3·75·
HE Memoirs of Ernst von Weizsacker give the life story of a man
whose career comprised service as an
officer in the German navy, 1900 to
1919, and as an official in the German foreign office, 1920 to 1945. Von
Weizsacker's account is full of analyses
of historical developments in the past
half century that derive their value
from personal experience of events
and contact with historical personages such as Tirpitz, Kaiser Wilhelm
II, Hindenburg, Ludendorff, and
Stresemann.
The high point of von Weizsacker's
career was his service as state secretary in the German foreign office,
1938 to 1943, in a position that
ranked second only to that of the
foreign minister. The significance of
the Memoirs lies chiefly in the record
of these years, with their personal
contacts with Ribbentrop, Hitler, and
other high figures of the Nazi regime.
The Memoirs also further substantiate the fact that within the foreign
office, as well as in the German armed
forces, an element of opposition to
the Nazi regime existed from the beginning. As von Weizsacker points
out, and as is clear from other published documents, the foreign ministry under Hitler did not initiate
foreign policy and was often left in
the dark until a major new course
had been launched.
In 1949, von Weizsacker was con-
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demned to seven years' imprisonment
by the American Military Tribunal
at Nuremberg for alleged complicity
in Nazi conspiracy and aggression.
This sentence was a mistake and was
partially retrieved by a subsequent
pardon. Von Weizsacker's years in
the Nazi foreign office were devoted
to a vain attempt to preserve peace,
undertaken with the full awareness
that service under Hitler would be
looked upon as support of Hitler.
Today, in a world more abundant
with totalitarian regimes, we more
easily understand men like von Weizsacker, to whom open resistance was
suicide, the only real alternatives
being complete passivity or some
form of "boring from within" witli
its unavoidable stigma of complicity
attached by the outsider.
MARTIN H. SCHAEFER

THE GROWTH OF AMERICAN
THOUGHT
By Merle Curti. (Second Edition.)
New York. Harper and Brothers.
1951. 907 pages. $4·75·
HE term, second edition, if nothing else has come to mean success.
In addition to this, The Growth of
American Thought lays claim to the
Pulitzer Prize in American history for
1943· Such recommendations ought to
be sufficient to arouse the interest of
those genuinely concerned with what
editors and politicians have chosen
to term the American way of life.
The Nebraska-born, Harvard-bred
professor of history at the university
of Wisconsin reports factually and
clearly; in fact, if any criticism is to
be levelled it would be that the book
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is too encyclopedic in character while
offering only a general sort of outline
of interpretation.
Teachers of history would do well
to take this volume into account when
planning their courses. Little atten·
tion has been given the scope of its
content, while courses in American
history have often laid undue stress
upon the western expansion, political
squabbles, and the military details
of wars. None of these lesser things
will have much meaning at all until
placed in the proper framework of
intellectual history.
The second edition includes a final
chapter covering the war and post·
war years to 1950, plus a ten page
bibliography for the same period.
(And admirable catalogue.) This last
chapter surpasses in quality the prev·
iously published section of the work.

LITERARY CRITICISM
THE NOVEL IN FRANCE
By Martin Turnell. New York.
New Directions. 1951.
HE NOVEL IN FRANCE is a scholarly
pleasingly written critical
evaluation of seven of the most important and most significant creators
of the novel in France: Mme. de La
Fayette, Choderlos de Laclos, Benjamin Constant, and the better known
Stendhal, Balzac, Flaubert, and Proust.
The author, Martin Turnell, is one
of England's most promising younget
literary critics. His The Classical Moment, a creditable study of the great
French dramatists and the golden age
of the French theater, has been pub-
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lished previously in the United States
by New Directions.
Mr. Turnell's new book displays
fair and thoughtful judgment, keen
appreciation, and occasionally fine insight into the work of the novelists
whom he treats. In addition, his study
provides the modern reader of French
literature with invaluable historical,
political, social, and biographical
background which contributes toward
a fuller understanding of the great
French novels.
The author's acknowledged favorite among the writers he considers
is Stendhal (Henri Beyle) , novelist
of the early nineteenth century, who
was one of the first French authors
of note of the psychological novel and
whose books on the themes of love
and war evoked heated controversy.
Mr. Turnell does not hesitate to place
himself on the side of Stendhal's defenders. The Novel in France renders
a particular service to English and
American readers of novels by directing attention to de Laclos, whose
brilliant work Liaisons Dangereuses
deserves to be far better known among
them.
Mr. Turnell quotes liberally from
his authors to illustrate his critical
judgments and comments and deserves
the especial thanks of his readers fm
supplying excellent translations ot
his quotations from the French, a
courtesy frequently neglected by scholarly writers.
The Novel in France is a worthwhile contribution to the criticism of
French literature and has significance
in English literary criticism because
of the influence of the French novel
upon modern English and American
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writers. The value of the volume to
the book lover will be enhanced in·
cidentally by the fine replicas of portraits and sketches of five of the authors considered. Mr. Turnell's book
should be of considerable interest to
all lovers of French litera ture and to
all readers of either French or English
novels.

THE POETRY OF
EZRA POUND
By Hugh Kenner. New Directions.
Norfolk, Connecticut. 342 pages.
1951. $4.00.
PoUND's name is fresh in the
because,
self-styled exile brought in 1945 from
Italy to Washington, D. C., to await
trial for treason, he was awarded the
first annual Bollingen Prize for Poetry
in 1949 by the Fellows in American
Letters of the Library of Congress.
Judged legally insane at that time, he
has escaped standing trial, but is
confined to a m ental clinic.
His literary record is more bizarre
than his biography. If only for bringing to light and to publication the
early writings of James Joyce, Robert
Frost, and T. S. Eliot (when Pound
was foreign correspondent for Poetry
magazine), or for encouraging William Butler Yeats, Pound would deserve an important place in the literary history of 1900 to 1950. He has
also been one of the influential poets
and seminal critics of our generation.
Pound is the great reanimator in the
literature of our times! With a few
angry exceptions, it is generally agreed
among literary critics that Pound has,
zRA

E memory of most of us

or had, as much talent as any modern
poet. But he did less with it than
e.g., Yeats or Frost or Eliot did with
theirs. Beginning as a pioneer of
Imagism and a leader of Vorticism,
Pound has ended as a camp-follower
of Fascism. Once the white hope of
the radicals, he is now repudiated
even by them.
Author Kenner, a Canadian who
teaches English at Santa Barbara College in California, has undertaken a
detailed exposition, not a criticism,
of Pound's poetic development. Emphasis is on The Cantos, the most
ambitious long poem of today; the
earlier poems and translations (with
particular attention to Pound's transcription of Sextus Propertius, and
his Hugh Selwyn Mauberley) are dealt
with at length. In this book, too,
Mr. Kenner has attempted to anthologize some of Pound's prose insofar as
it bears on the procedure of The
Cantos. Specifically useful is the
bibliography's grouping of Pound's
numerous publications. Throughout,
this volume gives evidence of sound
scholarship, interested not so much
in cramming the reader with facts
but in presenting us with the critic's
opinions.
But Mr. Kenner cannot explain
away the usual confusion that is
found naturally in the work of Pound.
We feel, as contemporary poet William Carlos Williams once said, that
Pound is brilliant but an ass! For instance, Pound's ideogrammic style,
which gives each syntactical unit an
almost visual impact, has a strange
tendency to worry his words beyond
reason and to overplay the situation.
Shorn of its once distinctive language
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sense, Pound's idiom becomes almost
as shoddy as his recent attitude. No
wonder no great contemporary writer
is less read than he! The title that
Mr. Kenner gives to his chapter 26
summarizes rather well our impres·
sion of the permanent, recurrent, and
casual themes used b y Pound, namely
Mud and Light.
It may be coincidence, but in 1936
Mrs. Alice Steiner Amdur published
a book with the same title, The
Poetry of Ezra Pound. That study
revealed Pound as a man with an
extraordinary flair for language and
music who, after achieving mastery
in a certain type of lyric, translation,
and criticism, deserted the field of
pure art to campaign for a variety of
other will-o'-the-wisp causes. As indicated above, what Pound has achieved
since then has not added much to his
literary stature, nor is it likely that
the future will improve Pound's fame.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

EXILES RETURN
By Malcolm Cowley. New York.
The Viking Press. 308 pages. $3.50.

lfF YOU are an admirer ,of the works
1l of such men as Ernest Hemingway,
James Joyce, T. S. Eliot and E. E.
Cummings, or if you know nothing
of the writers of the "roaring twenties" but have a curiosity about the
history of that decade, you will be
very much interested in this easily
read narrative by a man who grew
up with and knew personally these
writers.
In this book which is partly bio-
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graphical, Malcolm Cowley follows
the lives of his contemporaries from
their hometowns, colleges, army careers, life in Greenwich Village, journeys to Paris and return to this country. He tells the read er of their impressions and frustrations, conflicts
and philosophies, all of which contributed to their introduction of new
forms and break with tradition. At
the same time the decade was still
waiting for its great author.
An of these m en who rose from
middle-class America were exposed to
the debauchery of the 2o's and b ecause of their economic necessity eventually deserted their escape first into
art (art for art's sake) and later their
escape toward primitivism. In their
geographic and philosophic journeys
they were influenced by their individual impressions rather than their
physical surroundings or contacts with
ideas of other artists.
The discussion of Greenwich Village, a Grub Street or Bohemia, our
introduction to Dostoyevsky, the everpresent influence of prohibition and
the many post-war influences of American life-so similar to our own day
. . . these and more make Exiles
Return pertinent reading.
First published in 1934, this book
now revised and containing a new
prologue and epilogue almost certainly will survive as a unique chronicle in American literature. A "literary odyssey of the nineteen twenties,"
it presents a quick education for the
reader who is unfamiliar with the
authors of the 2o's and a source of
new ideas to the veteran student.
JOSEPHINE FERGUSON
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PHILOSOPHY

REDISCOVERY OF THE BIBLE
By Bernhard W. Anderson. Haddam House, Inc. 1951. 3.50.
is one of this summer's ReT
ligious Book of the Month selections. It will undoubtedly have a wide
HIS

circulation. An advertisement in The
Christian Century rates it "the most
useful and important book about the
Bible published in twenty-five years."
The author is professor of Old
Testament interpretation in ColgateRochester divinity school. He promises, in the book, to give the reader
a view of the Bible from "inside out."
The labors of scholars and theologians, he says, have opened up frontiers
of biblical understanding (p. VIII) ,
and Rediscovery of the Bible purposes
to give the reading public the benefit of these labors.
Professor Anderson pays a high
tribute to the seven state university
youths with whom he discussed the
subject matter of his book. He calls
these students his co-authors. Your
reviewer wonders which part of the
book students could have produced.
Rediscovery of the Bible is a professional job. It was written by an old
head.
According to the author of the
book under consideration, the first
eleven chapters of the Bible constitute the prologue, a section which
has little or nothing to do with the
real theme of the Bible. The writers
of the prologue, says Anderson, borrowed freely from the common fund
of mythology (p. 242), and therefore

made it impossible for us to take this
part of the Bible literally. That the
apostles took this part of the Bible
literally, and accepted the historicity
of Noah, Cain, and Adam, means
nothing to Anderson.
According to Rediscovery of the
Bible, the real story of the Bible begins with the call of Abraham. The
story of Abraham and his children
and children's children makes up Act
I of the biblical drama of God's acts
in history. The story of Israel, says
Anderson, is dependent on oral tradition, and therefore replete with
miracle tales (p. 49), tales which modern man finds difficult to accept, as
when in Israel's distresses God would
"ra'ar back an' pass a miracle," as
in Green Pastures. But even at that,
says Anderson, we need the story of
Israel, for it witnesses to God's redemptive operation among men, the
central theme of all of God's revelation to man.
Modern man, says Anderson, finds
it difficult if not impossible to accept
the books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel,
and Kings because of the shocking
barbarism they contain (p. 79)· However, he does not want us to criticize
the writers of these books too severely,
for these writers viewed every operation of Israel, even the most ruthless
kind, as being inspired by God Himself (p. 82), and therefore wrote as
they did. In Anderson's thinking there
is no room for the inspiration of the
Bible by God.
The fall of the nation in the ~ixth
century, B.C., was a disaster which
cut to the quick of Israel's life (p.
122). This tragedy, for Anderson,
marks the beginning of Act II in the
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biblical drama of God's purposeful
operation here on earth. What is the
significance of Israel's fall and captivity? Anderson has a simple explanation. Israel suffered in order to fulfill
God's redemptive purpose in history!
Israel died in order to bring a blessing to all the earth! By His stripes
we are healed! Reading page 132 of
Anderson's book was a very depressing experience for your reviewer.
Rediscovery of the Bible makes the
story of God's covenanted people
after the dispersion Act III of the
biblical drama of God's purposeful
acts in history, the story of the establishment of the church. This act
begins with the calling of the twelve
disciples-one for each of the twelve
tribes of Israel-the nucleus of the
New Israel of God (p. 185). The
"unfinished symphony" of the Old
Testament, writes Anderson, was crescendoing toward the composer's intended finale (p. 156). God was
marching on.
What part did Jesus play in this
third act? Anderson's position over
against Jesus can be given in just a
few sentences. In the Gospel traditions, says the author of our book,
we do not have a photograph of the
"historical" Jesus snapped by a mechanically disinterested camera lens,
but a portrait of Jesus which artistically registered the impression of
the person upon His followers (reviewer's emphasis). To Anderson, the
Gospel writers were not biographers
but propagandists (p. 184) . In other
words, the Gospel writers penned
what they thought would help them
most in their business.
For many, says Anderson, the mira-
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des of Jesus constitute one of the
great stumbling blocks in the New
Testament. However, he also says
that we should preach these miracle
stories of Jesus, for they bring out
a meaning which we would not have
otherwise. Anderson gives a few examples. The story of the feeding of
the five thousand emphasizes the
power of Jesus to satisfy men's spiritual hunger (p. 194) , the story of
Jesus raising Lazarus the power of
Jesus to raise men to newness of
life (p. 194). The author insists that
we "spiritualize" these miracle stories.
What is the meaning of Jesus'
death? Anderson has a simple answer.
God was in Christ, and on Calvary
God manifested His sovereign power
by suffering the evil which men commit (p. 200). No student would have
thought of that!
What about the resurrection of
Jesus? The Bible narrative of the
resurrection, says Anderson, makes
sense only when we consider it in the
light of Israel's hope for the future.
During the first century the belief in
a bodily resurrection of the dead was
inseparably related to this hope. The
church could not have successfully
proclaimed this hope, says our author,
if it had not had a bodily resurrection of Christ to preach. Necessity is
the mother of invention.
In the three acts of the biblical
drama of God's purposeful operation
in history we follow the movements
of God from the Exodus to the emergence of the church. The Bible, however, does not stop there, says Anderson, it also has an epilogue, passages
which speak of "last things." This
part of the Bible Anderson holds, has
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as little to do with the real theme
of the Bible as the prologue. How,
then, are we to evaluate this part of
the Scriptures? The author puts it
in simple terms. When the Bible
speaks of judgment day and the end
of all things, says our author, it is
not presenting a description of the
dissolution of the universe (p. 239),
but merely pointing to the goal
which God has set for Himself (p.
240), the ultimate triumph over all
social and personal evils. Your reviewer is ready to settle for the thing
which Anderson pooh-poohs, namely,
Pie in tl1e sky
Pie by and by.
THEODORE SrEK

OUR AGE OF UNREASON
By Franz Alexander. Phil adelphia.
B. Lippincott Company. Revised
Edition. 1951. $4.50.

J.

R. ALEXANDER, Director of the

D Chicago Institute of Psychoanalysis, analyzes the "irrational emotional
forces" in social life. This is an extensive revision of a book which first
appeared in 1942.
It is the irrational, hidden forces
of the human psyche which determine
human behavior, says Alexander. For
that reason there has always been a
lamentable gap between political philosophies b ased primarily on reason
and the actual needs of the societies
who try to live according to them.
Dr. Alexander hopes that a more
realistic sociology will enable political
thinkers to understand what is going

on in modem society. Because he
believes that the human psyche is a
social microcosm he asserts that a
study of irrational factors in individual behavior will help men to understand similar factors in group life.
He claims that the science of psychology is now in a position to do
as much for the development of a
dynamic sociology as physics was able
to do for the development of modem
chemistry.
The author surveys the political and
social histories of England, France,
Germany, Japan and America, and
shows that individuals who grow up
under certain institutions develop
psychological attitudes appropriate to
them. Citizens of totalitarian societies
feel dependent on their national leader just as cl1ildren feel dependent
on a father who is stern but strong.
Democratic citizens are more mature,
stable, creative. There is always danger of regression, however. In America, now that the frontier era is past,
individuals turn to the state for protection and security. Dr. Alexander
describes the neuroses which result
from the conflict between ideals of
aggressiveness and independence begotten in the frontier era and the
increasing necessity for interdependence and regulation which is characteristic of modern American society.
Nevertheless the outlook for the future is hopeful. The remedy? Education.
In spite of the author's too facile
historical generalizations this is a fine
synthesis of the findings of psychoanalysis, cultural anthropology, political and economic history, and sociology. Alexander shows again and
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again that he has seen through the
provincialisms of the narrow specialists in these fields. In his description
of the dynamics of human development he maintains a classical balance
between such factors as heredity and
environment, human destructiven ess
and creativity, compulsion and freedom. He shows that he is aware of
the total cultural context in which
social scientists describe and evaluate
their observations of man's behavior
in society. For that reason he is able
to remain a disciple of Freud and
yet recognize that a phenomenon like
the Oedipus Complex manifests itself
in non-Western societies in ways
which Freud did not anticipate. It is
to be hoped that more American
social scientists will attain the breadth
of cultural awareness and the degree
of philosophical sophistication which
has in the past been found almost
exclusively in the writings of those
who, like Alexander, have received
their training in Europe.

THE COMING-OF-AGE OF
CHRISTIANITY
Edited by Sir James Marchant. Chicago. Henry Regnery Company.
1 951.
HIS is a collection of essays by
various authors. The unifying
topic of the essays is "The achievements of Christianity during 2,ooo
years and its prospects." There are
seven essayists. To name them is
perhaps to say much about the character of the book. Professor John
Foster of the University of Glasgow
writes on the achievements of Christ
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in twenty centuries. W . R. Matthews,
Dean of St. Paul's, investigates the
significance of Christ through the
ages. The Reverend Sydney Cave of
New College in London discusses
Christ as known in the experience of
men. Professor Ritd1ie of Edinburgh
University tackles science and the
Christian life. The Christian future
is the topic for Professor Latourette
of Yale. Bishop Stephen Neill of the
World Council of Churches speaks
of the union of the churches and
President Van Dusen of Union Theological Seminary discourses on the
coming great Church.
The essays have in common a deep
concern for the ecumenicity of our
Christianity. The writers seem to
share an optimism about the future
of Christianity in the next five decades, though, as Prof. Latourette
points out, prophecy in these matters
is notorious! y fallible.
The articles contain a great deal of
scholarly material and most readers
will undoubtedly find the review of
the history of Christianity to be edify
in g.

SOCRATES
By A. E. Taylor. Boston. The Bea
con Press. 1951.
N

THE

235oth anniversary year ol

I Socrates' death, this volume is published in America. The author is professor of moral philosophy in Edinburgh University and the worth of
the book is attested to by the fact
that the work is listed in the Classical
Dictionary as one of the three sources
on Socrates.
The introductory section is rather
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extensive and in it the author dis·
cusses the principles of historical research which he adheres to in his attempt to understand what there is to
know about Socrates. Prof. Taylor
writes, "It is certain that Jesus 'suffered under Pontius Pilate,' and no
less certain that Socrates was put to
death at Athens on a charge of impiety in . . . 399 B.C. Any account
of either which goes beyond such a
statement is inevitably a personal
construction." He then discusses the
sources upon which he has drawn for
his assertions. The principal sources
are the writings of Plato, Xenophon
and Aeschines of Sphettus. The principal assumption upon which this
work is based turns out to be the
assumption that Plato's accounts are
substantially accurate and that they
were meant to be taken as historical
fact.
The chapters deal successively with
the early life of Socrates, his later
life, trial and death, and the thought
of Socrates. The discussions under
these headings are full of illuminating
cross references, e.g., reference to the
picture of Socrates presented in Aristophanes' play, Clouds.
It is the author's conviction that
Socrates was not a mere preacher of
commonplace morality; he was a
singular character with a great originality in his thinking; he was no mere
sceptic who disturbed the convictions
of others while having no intense
convictions of his own; he "created
the intellectual and moral tradition
by which Europe has ever since lived."
The author's explanation of how this
could be forms the significant chapter
on the "Thought of Socrates."

NATURE AND HUMAN
NATURE, Man's New Image
of Himself.
By Lawrence K. Frank. Rutgers
University Press. New Brunswick,
New Jersey. 1951. 195 pages. $3.00.
UTGERS UNIVERSITY PRESS deserves

R great thanks for making available

to the slightly more than literate
public Mr. Frank's compendium and
interpretation of recent theory regarding the relationship of physical
man to the physical universe. His
argument is pointed and his scholarship amply evident. However, unlike
most scholarly works issuing from
the bowels of a university press, Nature and Human Nature lacks the
jargon of any particular academic
cult, long French and German quotations, and a holy order of footnotes.
It is good to see that at least one
man and one university is interested
in talking to more than a professional
elite.
What Mr. Frank has to say is quite
another question. Man's new image
of himself seems to be that he has
suddenly discovered that he is the
strange accident of bio-chemical processes. Since man is an integral part
of the physical universe, the author
unscientifically concludes that man is
no more than this. The author finds
himself in a difficult position when
he tries to explain man's capacity for
thought or symbolic communication.
In order to provide some kind of
answer as to the nature of this phenomenon, he explains all as the result of the large size of the human
brain. This is only one example of
several instances where the author
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forms generalizations on insufficient
evidence or a scientific non sequitur.

WHAT CATHOLICS BELIEVE
By Josef Pieper and Hans Raskop.
Pantheon Books Inc. New York.
1951. 111 pages. $2.00.
s THE title would indicate, this

A book deals with the doctrines of
Roman Catholicism. The authors
stress general Christian doctrine rather
than the specific Roman Catholic
approach. However, the reader is
always cognizant of the fact that this
is Roman Catholic teaching.
What Catholics Believe "is addressed to all interested Catholics, to
recent converts and prospective converts." Even though none of these
purposes apply to our readers and
the reviewer, the book does help to
give a better understanding of Roman Catholic teachings.
LUTHER P. KOEPKE

VERSE
NONES
By W. H. Auden. New York. Random House. 1951. 81 pages. $2.50.
YSTAN HUGH AUDEN has long

W since achieved a place of honor
among contemporary poets and critics.
This latest volume comprises a collection of his poems from 1947-1951.
In many respects they appear to be
a rehash of the incisive insights presented in For the Time Being and
The Age of Anxiety. However, these
are insights which bear repetition,
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especially in the masterful hand of
Mr. Auden.
Certain poems deserve particular
credit, of course. Among these Memorial to the City most clearly parallels the themes of the two previously
mentioned works. Like them, it strikes
a depth which will neither attract
nor penetrate the conscience of the
reader at first sitting. The poem leaves
a taste common to Mr. Auden's best
writing, exotic but not quite delicious; a property it can acquire only
after patient reading. Similar in its
direction is The Love Feast, an acid
satire on the current rise of the
phallic cult. It is obvious; it is witty;
it makes folly of folly.
In Schrafft's and the second of the
Footnotes to Dr. Sheldon reaffirm the
genuineness of W. H. Auden as a
poet. His form, which at times seems
so brittle that the contents are about
to fall out, here displays that mastery
only the best of English writers possess.
The poet, like all of us, is trapped
forever in his span of years. At best,
he reflects that quality of his age
which will characterize it and the
truth it may convey to succeeding
generations. W. H. Auden has assumed the responsibility of acting as
the rhyming and metrical conscience
of our time. He reminds us of a
Christian prophet. His followers, like
the present Kierkegaard fadists, will
laugh at his provocative wit and applaud his subtle damnations. But
when all the words are spoken, we
wonder if he, like so many of the rest
of us, will be found guilty of little
more than saying some nasty words.
CHARLES ScoLARE
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ESTRANGED
By Bette Richart. Privately Printed.
1950. 34 pages. $1.25.
ERY little can yet be said about

Miss Richart as a poetess. One
V
published volume of short poems
does not provide sufficient evidence
for a critical judgment or review.
By no means do we intend to cast
aspersions at her work by such a
statement, but only extend an invitation to let us see more. We have
tasted the work and our aesthetic
sensibilities remain unoffended.
The present volume, however, indicates a few things about the general
character of Miss Richart's work. She
has reached a definite stage of rna·
turity. Her poems contain none of
the earmarks of undue influence by
any successful contemporary. In fact,
much of the imagery impresses us as
being highly original. The general
poetic structure often seems too complex for what is normally a simple
poetic insight, but even here the
complication teases the imagination.
The lady from Indianapolis writes
good verse; we hope she continues
to do so.
CHARLES ScoLARE

OTHER BOOKS
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
A Practical Handbook of BirthControl Methods
By Abraham Stone and Norman E.
Himes. New York. The Viking
Press. 1951. 221 pages. $3-75·
HE basic question of the moral
rightness of birth control is still
the subject of much debate. The basic

T

fact that a very high percentage of
husbands and wives are practising
some form of birth control is incontestable. Some of the methods em·
ployed are physically and psychologically harmful, others seemingly not.
This book, a completely revised
version of Practical Birth-Control
Methods which originally appeared in
1938, traces the history of attempts
at birth control, discusses the ethical
and legal and social and economic implications of birth control, and then
describes clearly and with numerous
illustrations the various methods
which are now being employed to
prevent conception. Beyond the specific problem of birth control, it takes
up the related problems of abortion,
sterilization, infertility, and sterility.
Appendices supply lists of plannedparenthood centers in the United
States and Canada and a bibliography
on planned-parenthood and related
topics.
There will be objection to the
appearance of such a book as this.
As was said before, there are still
disturbing questions of a moral nature that tie in with the question of
birth control. Nor is the situation
helped by the fact that practically all
of the advocates of birth control seem
to be almost completely unconcerned
with what Christianity has to say
about man and his origins and purposes. But it remains true that, if
people are going to practise contraception, they should at least learn
which forms are harmful to their
bodies and their minds.
The dust-jacket says that this book
is "for professional distribution." It
would seem advisable for the average
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reader to check a book such as this
against the advice of a competent
physician and a competent pastor.

SEX AND THE LAW
By Morris Ploscowe. New York.
Prentice-Hall. 1951. 310 pages.
$3.95·
HE somewhat sensational title of
Judge Ploscowe's book, while it
is consonant with the contents, gives
the rather unfortunate impression
that this is "hot stuff" to be read
.... somewhere off in a corner. Actually,
this is an invaluable summary of
the Jaws having to do with marriage
and divorce, with sexual crimes and
aberrations, with illegitimacy, and
with prostitution. It belongs among
the reference works in the offices of
pastors, social workers, lawyers, and
students of society.
Much of our sex Jaw, like Topsy,
"just growed." A considerable part of
it still reflects medieval notions of
the place of women, some of it reflects
attempts to legislate morality, some
of it is radically realistic in its assump·
tions about human nature. And to
complicate things, the law is not only
what the legislatures have set down
in statutes but also what the courts
have interpreted the statutes to mean.
Nor is the law by any means uni·
form. Our 48 states have 48 laws concerning divorce so that a person may,
in good faith, divorce his wife and
remarry in one state only to find himself confronted with a bigamy charge
if he attempts to live with his second
wife in another state. In some states,
the age of consent is considerably
higher than the age at which a worn-
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an may marry. Even adultery, which
seems so easy for the layman to define,
involves some extremely tricky interpretations in the law.
Judge Ploscowe writes with assurance and clarity and with a light
touch. In numerous instances, he
points to the anomalies of the law
and suggests the need of some more
rational approach to sex legislation.
There is a considerable gap between
what the medical man and the psychologist know about sexual aberrations, for instance, and the way such
aberrations are handled by the law.
Homosexuality, for instance, is still
treated in many states as a crime
rather than as a disease.
On such a very touchy subject, it
would obviously have been very easy
for an author to lapse into bad taste.
Judge Ploscowe has completely
avoided that temptation. The result
is a book of basic importance which
could become a major contribution
toward the solution of the knotty
problems involved in attempting to
regulate, by law, such an elemental
force as the sex instinct. It deserves
a wide and serious reader audience,
particularly among lawyers and clergymen.

LEARNING TO SWIM
By Adolph Kiefer and Milton and
Bramwell Gabrielsen. New York.
Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1951. 117 pages.
$3.00.
FORMER

Olympic swimming cham-

A pion and two famous coaches of
swimming team up to preach the
Gospel of swimming to those go million Americans who do not know
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how to take care of themselves in the
water. This instruction manual, profusely illustrated with drawings and
photographs, is particularly designed
to help parents who cannot swim
teach swimming to their children.
The authors insist that this is perfectly feasible, and list twelve easy
steps, including psychological preparation; playing in shallow water; imitating fish, boats and dogs; and learning the basic strokes.
A valuable feature of the book is
that the authors take account of the
psychology of young children, and
pay particular attention to the problem of persuading children to obey
safety rules. The authors' devotion
to the cult of the water occasionally
leads them to poach in the territory
of religion and philosophy with such
sonorous and pontifical utterances as:
"It is the rightful heritage of every
child to have an opportunity to learn
to swim" (as if to say that the American Bill of Rights should be augmented by the addition of one more
provision, the Right to Swim) . But
if you want to teach your child or
somebody else's child how to swim,
this book is readable and well suited
to the purpose.
RicHARD ScHEIMANN

NO IDLE WORDS and
HAVING THE LAST WORD
By Ivor Brown. New York. E. P.
Dutton & Company, Inc. 1951.
yvoR BROWN, accomplished English
Jl writer, journalist, and dramatic
critic, gives us in this American edition two additional volumes in one
of his word anthologies. Mr. Brown

comments with wit and urbanity
upon the etymologies and usages of
some two hundred and fifty interesting words. With a fine and alert ear
as well as an eye for words, he directs
the attention of the reader to the
vitality and the living properties inherent in words. Though erudite and
scholarly, the book is completely free
from pedantry.
Each of the two parts of the volume
is arranged alphabetically, and each
has its own convenient index, listing
the worqs treated.
This little book will be useful to
teachers and students of the language
and to professional users of words,
many of whom are losing an awareness of distinctions in meanings, as
well as an awareness of the pleasing
qualities of verbal sounds. But most
important, this book will by its keen
humor provide many pleasant moments for the person, professional or
amateur, who savors the flavor of
words and delights in strange word
lore.

VALPARAISO MASTER
PLAN, 1951
By Lawrence V. Sheridan and Milferd H. Eggerding. Obtainable from
the CREssET, Valparaiso University,
Valparaiso, Indiana. 17 pages. $1.00.
HE

Christian as a citizen has a

unique opportunity to serve his
T
community along many lines, one of
the most rapidly expanding of which
is the area of city and community
planning. Planning agencies ordinarily summarize their goals and procedures in brochures which are made
available to the public at nominal

,I
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cost. The city of Valparaiso, Indiana,
has just published such a brochure
and the CREssET has arranged to distribute it as an example of the sort
of intelligent, integrated planning
that is possible for the smaller city
of between five and 25 thousand.
The brochure consists of 44 pages,
including seven full-page maps, two
of which are multi-color, and a number of diagrams. There is also the
complete text of the city council's
zoning ordinance which might well
be used as a model ordinance for
similar communities.
Colonel Sheridan, one of the co·
authors, is among America's top experts on community planning. Professor Eggerding is a member of the
department of geography and geology
at Valparaiso University and directed
the field surveys, drafted most of the
maps, and assisted in preparing the
text for the brochure. Dr. Alfred H.
Meyer, head of the geography and
geology department, was the sparkplug of the local planning movement.
Both Eggerding and Meyer have been
frequent contributors to the CRESSET.
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SOME FAVORITE CHRISTMAS
CAROLS and THE YULETIDE
STORY
Minneapolis. The Augsburg Pub·
lishing House. 1951. 35 cents each.
UGSBURG PUBLISHING HoUSE has
A
come to be almost synonymous
with beautiful Christmas literature.
These two books are within the high
tradition which is best represented by
their famous Christmas annual.
Some Favorite Christmas Carols includes "In Dulci Jubilo," "It Came
Upon a Midnight Clear," "0 Little
Town of Bethlehem," "While Shepherds Watched," "Silent Night," "Joy
to the World," and "Adeste Fideles."
Two pages are given to each of the
carols-one of words and music, the
other of illustrative interpretation of
the carol.
The Yuletide Story is a synthesis of
the gospels according to St. Luke and
St. Matthew richly illustrated with
religious and landscape drawings and
photographs in color.
Both of these books are highly
recommended.

1he

READING ROOM
SEPTEMBER 4, 1951, 50 odd
O nations
met at San Francisco
N

to sign a Treaty of Peace with
Japan. Approximately three weeks
before this signing conference,
John Foster Dulles, Special Representative of the President, had
indicated the spirit of the Peace:
"The treaty is a nonpunitive, nondiscriminatory treaty, which will
restore Japan to dignity, equality,
and opportunity in the family of
nations... . Also we can be confident that future generations will
judge that this peace, both
through procedure and through
substance, represents the best tradition of those who believe in
processes of sovereign equality and
in the rule of justice."
Accordingly, Japan declared its
intention "to apply for membership in the United Nations and
in all circumstances to conform
to the principles of the Charter
of the United Nations." (Preamble
of the Treaty.) Japan promised
to abide by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and to
conform to internationally accepted fair trade and commerce

By
VICTOR F.
HOFFMANN

practices. With this promise, the
state of war was terminated and
the Allied Powers recognized the
full sovereignty of the Japanese
people over Japan, but sovereignty over a limited territory. Japan
was reduced to the territorial area
it commanded in 1854 when Perry
opened the isle as if it were a can
of sardines. By Article 51 of the
Charter of the United Nations,
Japan may enter into regional collective security arrangements. Occupation forces shall be withdrawn from Japan as quickly as
possible. Nothing will prevent the
stationing or retention of armed
forces in Japan by agreement.
Japan also renounced any special
interests and rights in China.
Japan will need raw materials
from other nations in order to
rehabilitate her industrial machine and economy. Only on this
basis can it pay out reparations
for the injuries and sufferings it
imposed on other nations.
In the bulletins from the Office
of Public Affairs, the State Department has been careful to call the
San Francisco Conference a sign-
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ing conference and not a negotiating conference. The terms of the
Treaty "had been negotiated over
a period of II months." The State
Department maintains that the
Treaty met the objectives established by the Far Eastern Commission in June, I947: to insure
that Japan will not be a menace
to peace and to bring about the
creation of a democratic government in Japan that would support
the objectives of the United Nations. The Treaty was to accomplish another goal, the containment of Russia. The State Department felt that a power vacuum
should not be permitted in the
defense line in the Pacific and that
Japan, again a sovereign state, has
filled that vacuum.
There has been surprisingly
little reaction to the Treaty one
way or the other. For the reasons
mentioned above, many American
and European newspapers and
journals look upon the Japanese
Treaty as a notable achievement
and a victory for the United Nations as well as for the United
States. Some of these papers see
the weaknesses of the Treaty but
feel that the terms were the best
possible in the circumstances. The
MacArthur-Dulles group, said The
Nation, will claim that this is a
bi-partisan victory.
I think that there is much to
be said in favor of the Treaty.
It is more nonpunitive and non-
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discriminatory than most treaties.
Every indication has been given
that Japan is to be taken into the
family of nations. Japan must
some day be able according to the
thinking of the Allied Powers "to
contribute significantly to her own
defense and to the collective defense of the Pacific." The intention has been-at least on the surface-to restore Japan to peace, to
the creation of democracy, and
to the operation of a just economic system. Some Americans are
proud of the fact that the Conference "put the Russians in their
collective places." Because of this,
the Secretary of State-a much
maligned man-recovered prestige
and the Administration along
with him. Even the G.O.P. had
some good things to say. Matthew
Ridgway, the United States Supreme Commander, summarized
the favorable view of the Treaty:
Japan once again has the opportunity to choose the path to freedom or slavery.
According to others, the air has
at least been cleared and the signposts can be seen. The world
knows now what is cooking and
there is some advantage in knowing even if the news is bad. In the
September I5, I95I, issue of The
Business Week, the editors made
this point: "We've passed the
point of no return in our relations
with the Soviets. It's a showdown
from here on in." The Common-
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weal took up a similar theme:
"If nothing else the new and
forthcoming mutual defense pacts
serve as blunt warning that aggression anywhere leads straight to
war." This statement includes the
mutual defense pacts that accompanied the signing of the Treaty.
Yet there are people who are
fearful on all counts. The men
in charge, to begin with, appeared
at times to use steamrolling tactics
and emphasized consequently that
this was a signing conference.
Harry S. Truman did not choose
a very opportune time to deliver
a political speech and particularly
not a veiled warning in his announcement of "fantastic weapons" that could be used to destroy
civilization. Was he saying, "Sign
this or else"? Even anti-communistic papers of the most extreme
sort are afraid that the USSR
will make good use of this type
of diplomacy . . To put it more
bluntly, the London Daily Mail
felt that the United States was
using Soviet methods to stifle debate. To people around the world
we must look like a political monster: the controlling force in the
United Nations, the creator of a
defense line in the Atlantic and
the Pacific, the establisher of air
bases all around the world, the
rearmer of Japan and Germany,
and the supporter of reactionary
governments wherever we go.
Peoples in Asia fear Russia but

more specifically they also fear the
United States and the West. In
his TV news broadcast on the
evening of September 21, Clifton
Utley pointed out that every great
power in history has been feared
simply because of its power. The
United States could very well
keep this psychological factor in
mind and act accordingly. It
might not have won friends in Asia
by the Japanese Peace Treaty and
attendant negotiations. Next to
the Communist delegates, Filipino
Carlos Romulo was most vehement in his criticism though he
finally voted for the Treaty. He
felt that only the wildest imagination could picture a complete
change in Japan within the space
of but a few years. And the reemergence of the old Japan is to
be feared.
The big question remains: Are
we back to politics as usual in
Japan and the Pacific? Are we
aiding in the re-emergence of the
Japanese Monroe Doctrine and
the Pacific or Asian Order? Can
we remake Japan as a workshop
and bulwark against Russia without the Frankenstein's monster
returning to haunt us? The Japanese apparently have not forgotten about private profits and
militarism. Imperialism and Fascism-both deeprooted diseasesare still prevalent in Japan. We
will help these forces by rehabilitating the Japanese industrial and
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economic system. A Japan made
strong by our pump-priming and
protection, made strong enough
to be a workshop and bulwark
against Russia, will also be strong
enough to rise again as the power
in Asia. The fact remains right
now that Japan together with the
rest of Asia might be out of control either by Russia or the United
States. Already in 1948, Frederick
L Schuman had foretold this possibility in his International Politics: "The men of land and money
m Nippon saw new possibilities
for political reaction, economic
rehabilitation, and relations of
honor, intimacy, and profit with
the American colossus_ Later, perhaps, revanche ... ? a portent that
the ruling groups in the Empire
of the Rising Sun, though momentarily under a cloud, were not yet
relegated to outer darkness in the
game of global power."
I am sure that these fears have
been created throughout Asia.
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From now on, our appeal to Asiatics will be difficult since they who
have for a long time experienced
Western colonialism and imperialism have only been confirmed in
their former notions. James Reston suggested as much in the New
York Times (September 9, 1951):
we have only aroused fears in the
co-misery sphere. Asia might well
be waiting for the Rising Sun with
full knowledge that it isn't going
to be a beautiful morning. I feel
a little like Robert c_ Ruark:
"I expect we need a strong Japan,
and a strong Germany, and must
pay for the privilege of re-rodding
some folks that we took great
pains to frisk. We will do it out of
expediency, but you can't expect
us to love it. We have no clue as
to whether, if we tangle with the
Russians, our grateful J aps and
grateful Germans won't rise and
take another bust at us . . . the
guy who started the fight picks up
the marbles."

The great object in trying to understand history is to
get behind men and grasp ideas. Ideas have a radiation
and development, an ancestry and posterity of their own,
in which men play the part of godfathers and godmothers
rather than of legitimate parents.
LoRD AcToN, Letters to Mary Gladstone (188o)
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evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

The

Motion Picture
By ANNE

the fabulous figures of
O theofworld
of grand opera re-

HANSEN

that here is a determined ladya lady who in all probability
never suffered from stage fright or
any form of timidity or uncertainty. Miss Garden has decided opinions on many subjects. She expresses herself with the utmost
frankness. Her lectures are informal. They have a tendency to
ramble haphazardly over the
three-score-and-seven years that
have passed since her parents
brought her to our shores. She
does not like the word "lecture."
"I just talk to you," she says. She
does, too.
I was delighted when Miss Garden turned her thoughts to the
movies. "I adore the motion picture," she confessed. But she
added that the decline of grand
opera in the United States must
be ascribed in part to the fact that
Americans are "motion-pictureminded." Americans are "radiominded, too," and "televisionminded," since television has come
along to contribute a new form
of easy, lazy entertainment for the

NE

turned to the United States recently for a third season of lecture
engagements.
At the age of nineteen, Scottishborn Mary Garden was catapulted
into fame when she was called
from the audience at the Opr!raComique in Paris to replace the
famous prima donna who was unable to continue singing the title
role in Gustave Charpentier's
Louise.
Miss Garden had studied the
role, of course, but had never
taken part in a stage rehearsal.
Since Louise has always been a
favorite with the French, the
young singer faced a sharply critical audience. Looking back, the
renowned diva says that she did
not suffer an attack of stage fright
at this highly important moment.
"When we're young," she declares,
"we do not know any obstacles."
Those who have read Miss Garden's recently published autobiography will readily understand
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masses. The erstwhile glamorous
Garden declared that because of
the prevailing overemphasis of
stylized beauty the motion picture
is not a good medium for the
presentation of grand opera. In
her opinion, television may become a more satisfactory vehicle
to bring "that magnificent artgrand opera-into the home."
Miss Garden revealed that three
important motion-picture producers have begged her to permit
them to bring her life story to the
screen. So far, she has refused.
Spirits have begun to rise in
Hollywood. Box-office receipts
have been climbing steadily, film
rentals are up, and television seems
to be regarded now as a not-soformidable threat to the industry.
A million-dollar, nationwide Golden Jubilee is under way. It is being
spearheaded by personal appearances of 250 famous players in
theaters all over the country. "It's
Movie Time, U. S. A." has been
chosen as the theme for the celebration to commemorate the opening of the first real motion-picture
theater in the United States. The
actual date of this opening, incidentally, was April 16, 1902. On
that date Thomas A. Tally opened
the Electric Theater in Los Angeles.
Many costly films are to be released in the closing months of
1951. Production figures for 1952,
based only on schedules drawn up
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by major studios, are estimated
at $285,ooo,ooo.
Drive-in theaters are being built
in many suburban areas. The
number of lhese theaters has grown
from 295 in 1947 to 3,323 at the
present time.
Most important of all, many
films of high quality are on display now, and even more have
been planned for the immediate
future. There is, of course, still
room for improvement, but it is
heartening to see that a beginning has been made.
Darryl F. Zanuck's Biblical picture David and Bathsheba (2oth
Century-Fox, Henry King) is playing hold-over engagements wherever it is being shown. The sensational and lurid advance publicity for this film has been distressing and completely misleading. David and Bathsheba is not
"a torrid story of forbidden love,"
etc., ad nauseam. The film has
many excellent qualities. It literally towers above the bombastic,
super-colossal DeMille spectacles
based on Biblical stories. David
and Bathsheba has dignity and restraint. Occasionally it succeeds in
developing an aura of reverence
and awe. It is beautifully mounted,
and the technicolor photography
is superb. Gregory Peck portrays
the great Shepherd King of Israel
with simple dignity and with artistry of a high order. Raymond
Massey invests the role of the
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Prophet Nathan with authority
and conviction. Susan Hayward
and Jayne Meadows are less successful as Bathsheba and Michal.
Philip Dunne, the screen writer,
readily admits that he has not adhered strictly to the Biblical text.
Commenting on the formidable
task of bringing to the screen a
true picture of David, Mr. Dunne
says that he tried earnestly "to
present a whole man-a man capable of courage and cowardice, wisdom and folly, baseness and nobility, sin and faith_"
Captain Horatio Hornblower
(Warners, Raoul Walsh) presents
Gregory Peck in a role vastly different from that of the great David.
Here he appears as the famous,
almost legendary, hero of C. S.
Forrester's tales of adventure on
the high seas. Again Mr. Peck
achieves a sound and intelligent
characterization. Suspense, drama,
and realistic re-enactments of naval
battles are packed into this swashbuckling flashback to the days of
the mighty Napoleon. The technicolor photography is magnificent.
For obvious reasons the release
date for Angels in the Outfield
(M-G-M, Clarence Brown) was
timed to coincide with the end of
the baseball season. This preposterous yarn may appeal to some.
For me this type of fantasy merely
points up effectively the wisdom
of the time-honored saying, "Fools

rush in where angels fear to ~
tread."
In recent months an aroused nation has been disturbed by shocking exposes in college and university athletic programs. Although
Saturday's Hero (Columbia) comes
hard on the heels of the West ~ I
Point scandal, it is not a "quickie"
made to capitalize on a current
news event. This picture was made
1
more than a year ago, and the plot '
is based on real-life experiences.
l
In spite of a number of lapses, ~
this thought-provoking story of a
football hero's heartbreak and disillusionment aims a telling blow
at the prevailing overemphasis on
sports in many colleges and universities.
The Earth Stood Still (2oth
Century-Fox, Robert Wise) is an •
unusual and engrossing picture.
Klaatu comes to the earth-in a
shining space ship-from an unnamed planet millions of miles
away. His purpose is to tell the ~
earthlings that they must give up i
all thought of bringing warfare
into outer space. The use of atomic
bombs and guided missiles, says
Klaatu, will endanger other, peaceloving planets that have long ago
outlawed the monstrous and futile
thing called war. Therefore the
peoples of the earth must confine
their wars to our battered old
world-or face annihilation. The
Earth Stood Still moves smoothly
and swiftly. Expert technical ef-
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fects, fine acting, skillful direc- derived from the German film Dr.
tion, an authentic background, and Praetorius, made almost twenty
the appearance of well-known years ago. Cary Grant plays with
radio commentators combine to moderate success the physician
make this suspense-filled drama whose advanced ideas constantly
real and believable.
shock reactionary colleagues. The
A tragic aftermath of war is cast gives him competent support.
explored in Bright Victory (Uni- At times the story line wobbles.
versal-International, Mark Rob- Joseph Mankiewicz fails to disson). Adapted from Baynard Ken- play the firm touch and the sure
drick's novel Lights Out, this control that are customarily his.
poignant film tells of a blind veterThe Red Badge of Courage
an's triumphant fight to achieve (M-G-M, John Huston) is an exa normal and productive way of ceptionally well-made film. Stelife. It does more. It shows the phen Crane's moving story of a
proper approach to a problem and farm boy's terror and doubt durto a responsibility which are of ing the heartbreaking hours of
real concern to those for whom waiting for the battle to begin,
such terrible sacrifices were made. and of his heroism and forgetfulAn excellent cast has been assem- ness of self under fire, has been
bled for Bright Victory. Arthur made into a highgrade war picKennedy's fine performance and ture. Audie Murphy, the mostMark Robson's sensitive direction decorated soldier of World War II,
merit special praise.
portrays the Civil War volunteer.
People Will Talk (2oth Cen- Bill Mauldin, the G. I. cartoonist,
tury-Fox, Joseph Mankiewicz) is appears in the picture.

Ve:rse
Advent
See, wanderer, beneath this wintry day,
This frigid night, upon forgotten streets lay
Fragments of the year: her wrinkled body torn
By promises of spring, drained and shorn
Of life by summer's languid vampire-love,
Duped with autumn's fading glow. The lies of
One who guaranteed such joy have turned
To mocking melodies (or has the wind learned
Of her past, and now proceeds to tell
Each anxious, listening ear of how she fell?)
No matter, wanderer. Her only prayer-for Him
To cover all the guilt and shame-seems dim
And late for one who wasted all He gave ...
And yet, He answers not with shrouded grave,
But garments white and clean: snow from skies
Above! Look, wanderer: the rift which lies
So near the moon-you see it?-like a doorway
Filled with lamplight, and, look: that array
Of clouds, fashioned like a mother bending
By a manger-bed. So strange a thing
He sends and shows to such a one, to soothe
The wretchedness and cover wrong with smooth
White robes! Is this what His rude manger-bed
Was for, that somehow they are finally led
To frame their tears in naked words: all said
Before the Child? Not for us. We have not wed
Our lives to sin. We have no past to dread.
Wanderer! You bow your head1
R o BERT CHARLES SAUER
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Singing Soft Sometimes
I.

how softly
how silently
spreads the light Jesus lit
when He was born
old starstreams
smoothly sift through roofs
lifted on tip toe
to see Christ's birthday light
descend
again so quietly
2.

galaxies sent their prince
to light a heavenly King's birth
on earth
we hope for His gifts
and forget His light

•

5·
eyes reflected blue
dreaming they saw Good Friday
Christ's blood
spreading in jagged pools
puddling His floor
but it was only holly
6.
OGod
night is dark
till Jesus bursts in sky's manger
sing Hallelujah
to straw and its brilliant light
sing

7·

buried in night
only a star could lift our search
for Christ
above the noise of life

holy silence
silent holiness
swifting through snow fences
drifting winter sadness

3·
a child
bathed in innocent light
once became the style of winter nights

for Jesus is there
in sky light

under debris of goods and holly
an undertone pleads
for this ancient delight
Christ
on His birthday eve
4·
one star crosses in cross shapes
reddening Christmas tones
and sprinkling ice-formed crepe
on cone-borne angles

now Jesus' star is mine
shining in everlasting signs
of pledged eternity

but hear
now
here he shines
now

8.
New Testaments
first breathed in a stall
whose rich-shorn richness
lent eternity to the mute onlookers
of His birth
Lord
our love is less than so little
but be our Christmas song
RoBERT EPP

Associates, carrying on what has
become one of our most cherished
traditions, have again this year formed
their collective Christmas greeting in to
a Garland which they send to our readers with every good wish for a blessed
Christmas. The editors take this opportunity to add their greetings to those
of the Associates. Christmas, even in a
year of worry and confusion, can be a
happy season for
those who will open
the stables of their
hearts to the holy
Child.

T
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"Grandma" and "Grandpa's" conversations. W:: tried translating them into
English but, as usually happens, they
lost quite a bit in the translation.

,.....

'"'

That leaves the question: "Who is
'G. G.', our correspondent from Xanadu,
Nebraska?" We do not find an Xanadu,
Nebraska, on the map and offhand we
can think of no one
with the initials "G.
G." Editor Kretzmann will say only
that "G. G.'' speaks
for
the generation
'"~
which has come to
Dr. Koenker ("The
high noon of the
Significance of Chaltwentieth century.
cedon After 1500
Years") is a member
Editor Lange, a mathof our editorial board
ematician, has offered
and is especially inthe interesting suggesterested in the nature
tion that "G. G." is a
and history of the
nom de plume for
Holy Christian
Cardinal Spellman, a
Church. His article
highly original sugnot only illumines an
gestion which the othPROBLEMS
er members consider
event of long ago but
rather far-fetched.
sets it in a perspecCONTRIBUTORS
Editor Savage sugtive which should reFINAL NOTES
gests that "G. G." is
mind us again that
two or more people
we live not only in a
operating as a corpoworld of space but in
ration which is, in
a world of time-that
law, "an artificial
as Christians we parbeing, invis.ible, inticipate in the total
life of the Church from apostolic days
tangible, and existing only in the contemplation of law." We are still undown to our own day.
satisfied.
The Rev. A. C. Meier ("Grandma
We are sure that our readers will unDoes the Bossin' ") is pastor of the Luderstand if, at the completion of this
theran church in Carrollton, Illinois. We
our last issue of 1951, we permit ourare assuming that our readers have a
selves the luxury of just one long, resufficient acquaintance with elementary
lieved Wheeee-ewl
German to be able to get the gist of

,.....

Tlu
Editor's
Lamp

.

